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INTRODUCTION

Literature and society mirror each other. The writer 

expresses in his work his intimate relationship with his environment. 

Taine's determinism in literary criticism may be exaggerated but, 

in essence, it touches upon the basic principle upon which a culture 

is founded. The literature of the nineteenth century in France, 

from the beginnings of Romanticism, through Art for Art's sake and 

Pa masse to Symbolism, manifests the interaction of society and 

literature. The two do not always agree in their discourse, but 

they never cease to stimulate each other.

The danger is to classify poets too categorically, to set 

them too neatly within movements or even groups. The Romantics lend 

themselves conveniently to such classifications by the very spirit of 

their work. They rejected conventions and abandoned themselves to 

the ideal of art as liberty, boundless self-expression and exploration 

of their inner world. 1830 marks at once the triumph of Romanticism 

and the sudden change of direction which political events seemed to 

encourage. Intellectuals began to feel it incumbent upon them to 

play a part in the new society. Political and philosophical factions 

implored their allegiance. It seamed as if they must march with 

their times towards progress.

It is in this context that the work of Theophile Gautier and 

Charles Baudelaire must be considered. Both men participated in the 

conflict which was to rage between the utilitarian principle of 

progress through the arts and the essentially Romantic principle of 

art's autonomy, Gautier reacted violently against utilitarianism.
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His early works show his sense of the conflict within himself and 

within society. By 1852, he confirmed his belief in the principle 

of Art for Art’s sake by publishing Enaux et Camees. He eliminated 

social and moral preoccupations from his work. Baudelaire, after a 

short period of interest in politics, which ended in 1848, confronted 

the same problem. He refused to close his eyes to the problems of 

the world but realised that, through an intimate study of his own 

experience, he could pursue his own ideal of progress, which was 

spiritual and not material.

Thus to some extent both men arrive at agreement on the 

basic principle of Art for Art’s sake. Some literary historians 

maintain that Baudelaire venerated Gautier both as a man and as a 

writer. They infer that the published dedication is a statement of 

this veneration. The dedication which Baudelaire first submitted 

to Gautier for approval, and which Gautier rejected, cites however 

only three early works of Gautier — Albertus, La Comedie de la Mort, 

Espana. It ostentatiously omits Bnatux et Camees — the work which 

characterizes the mature attitude of Gautier and which is most 

considered in literary history.

It is the purpose of this study to examine the extent of 

the significance of this omission, in the light of the personal 

relations between the two men, of their reactions to the society in 

which they lived and of the aesthetic principles manifest in their 

work.
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I

TWO LIVES

The relationship between Baudelaire and Gautier admits of 

two interpretations. Some critics maintain that it was one of 

admiration and affection on the part of Baudelaire, answered by 

Olympian sympathy from Gautieri others maintain it was a relationship 

of diplomatically veiled divergence of opinion between the two men. 

Ernest Raynaud seems to subscribe to the latter view when he remarks!

Oh ironie de la destines! ces deux hommes qui se 
detestaient cordia^me^ en arriveront, pour avoir 
joue, un jour, devant la calorie*  la comedie de 
1*admiration mut^He, a passer a la posterite, lies 
d'une etreinte indisso°uble.'1*

4Ernest Raynaud, ”Baudelaire et |s Religion du D^ndysae”, 
Mercure de ^once. (16 Stober 1917), pp. 577-614.

ÂJacques Crepet, ’’Baudelaire, Banville et Theophile Gautier”, 
Mercure de France, (15 June 1959).

On the other hand, the eminent Bauaelairian Jacques Crepet cites the 

opinions of Banville and Asselineau to prove the sincerity of 

Baudelaire's sentiments towards Gautier. In spite of M. Crepet’s 

rhetorical question as to whether such testimonies may be contested, 

there is room for discussion. It is the purpose of this part of the 

study to present merely the material evidence on which critical 

opinion is founded.

The most publicized evidence of the relationship between the 

two men weighs in favour of the view that Baudelaire sincerely 

admired and esteemed Gautier and was at pains to impress the older 

man both personally and artistically. The first version of Baudelaire's 4 
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dedication of Les Fleurs du Mai in March 1857 is couched in language 

that is flatteringly humble. Baudelaire declares himself to be: le
# < 3plus devoue, Oe plus respectueux et le plus jaOoux des disciples.* 

His emended version eliminates any obscure allusions and appears a 

sincere eulogy of a friend and fellow poet. In the same way, 

Baudelaire's article on Gautier published on 13 March 1859 in 

L'Artiste seems to indicate unbounded admiration for Gautier. Most 

of Baudelaire's explicit references to Gautier attest to this 

cordiality. An examination of these in the light of more subtle 

interactions is the task in hand.

*Dedication, first puboished in Le Parnasse satyrigue du XIXs 
siScOe, (1864). For text in full, see Oeuvres Completes de 
Baudelaire, ed. Yves-Gerard Le Dantec (Paris: GaOOimard, Edition’ de 
la POeiade, 1954), p. 1379. All references to the Oeuvres Completes 
are to this edition in one volume.

^Charle’ BaudeOaire, Vers Re^ouyes (Juvenioia-Sonnets- 
ManoeO), introd, and notes by Jules Mouquet (Paris: Editions Emile- 
Pau0 freres, 1929). Le Dantec includes poems from Vers (Paris: . 
Hermann freres, 1843) and numbers them VI—XI of the ’’Premiers Poemes" 
in his edition of the Oeuvres Completes.

The lives of the two men do not converge until some time in 

1843 when Baudelaire visited Gautier on the occasion of the publica

tion of a small volume entitled Vers by Ernest Prarond, Gustave Le 

Vavasseur, Argonne (Auguste Dozon) and, according to Jules Mouquet,
4Charles Baudelaire. The latter recounts the oriental courtesy with 

which Gautier greeted him and their discussion of 'lexleoaanie', of 

a poet's physical hygiene:
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des managements que l’homme de lettres doit a son 
corps et de sa sobriete obligee.^

One cannot but be struck by the disparity between the two men. One 

of Gautier's passions had been swimming at l'Ecole Petit near the 

Pont A'AuBrerl^tz in the early 1820’s when his studies at the College 

Charlemagne and his painting were inadequate to use up his physical 

energies. His travels to Spain and Russia attest to the continuance 

of these physical energies throughout his life. Baudelaire, on the 

other hand, had installed himself in the Hotel Pimodan, quai d’Anjou, 

after his enforced voyage to the Indies — and was already in 1842 

expending both his physical and emotional vitality in his liaison with 

Jeanne Duval, the macabre mulatto. One wonders whether Baudelaire 

must have nodded wisely but wryly at Gautier's advice on the care 

of the body, for from infancy the lives and experience of these men 

had been profoundly different.
Gautier was born on J0 August 1811 in Tarbes5 of a fervently 

Royalist father and a genteel and beautiful mother — both with 

aristocratic connections. Pierre Gautier, although only a minor 

official of the Land Registry was a man of intellect and knowledge. 

Bergerat cites Gautier as having written:

*Charles Baudelaire, "Essai sur Theophile Gautier” in Art 
Romamtique (0euvres Completes, p. l°25-60).

5Emile B^g^a^ in his Theophile Gauker (Par^: Champemurer, 
1879), p. 35, cites the birth certificate of Theophile Gautier. The 
recorded date is 6 p.m., 30 August. Later (p. 37)» he notes that 
Baudelaire died on the 31st. — the day of Gautier's birth. We suggest 
that his error be noted.
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Si pal quelque instruction et quelque talent, c'est
a |ui que je oe dois.

Of his mother Adelaide-Antoninette, Gautier seems to have been 

in some awe, treating her more as a queen than as the affectionate
g

and doting mother she was. There is no doubt, however, that 

ThSophile's birth was a joy to his parents and that his infancy and 

youth were supervised with benevolent and sympathetic care.

The Gautiers left Tarbes in 1814 and settled in the rue du 

Parc-Royal in Paris. There, Theo discovered the pleasures of books — 

Robinson Crusoe and Paul and Virginie impressed his already Romantic 

nature. In 1819 he became a boarder at the Lycee Louis-le-Grand 

where Charles Baudelaire was to study seventeen years later in 1836. 

The two poets* first common experience was one of unhappiness:

Je mourais de froid, d’eniui et d'isolement entre ces 
grands murs tristes ou, sous pretexte de me buser a la 
vie de college, un imnonde chien de pome* s'etait fait 
mon bourreau.9

Theo, therefore, was removed and enrolled as lay boy at the College 

Charlemagne which he again disliked, but where his studies left him 

time to become passionately fond of swimming and to win the glorious 

distinction of the "calepon rouge". During these years of study he 

also began to paint in Rio alt's studio. At fourteen, during a 

vacation spent in Maupertuis, he had repaired the paintings of the 
Church and the decora^ons of the main ^ve..*  At the coU^. 

Charlemagne Gautier formed an important and lasting friendship with

'Ibid.« p. JO. Ibid., p. 34. Ibid., p. 39.

l0Eaile Bergerat, Theop^la Gauker, £eintre (Paris: Baur, 18?7).
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Gerard Labrunis (later Gerard de Nerval) of whom he speaks warmly in 
his Histoire du Koma^isme.11

Meanwhile the Gautier family had moved to the place Royale,

into a house soon to be occupied by the great Victor Hugo himself. 

Gautier first met Hugo through the good offices of Gerard, in the rue 

Jean-Goujon where the author of Les Orientales was still resident. 

From that day on, Theophile renounced painting and determined to 

devote himself to literature. On February 25, 1850, the famous battle 

of ' Heraemii took place and Theo entered officially into the ranks 

of the militant Romantics. And at this point began a chapter in his 

life which has certain affiliations with the young manhood of 

Baudelaire. The dandy was in vogue and the young Theo, fresh from 

the exhilaration of his appearance in the red waistcoat at the 

premiere of Hernan!, became even more flamboyant. In a self-portrait 

in oils of this period, we see Gautier carefully coiffed "en lion" 

presque tous les cheveux sont rejetesen masse d'un 
seul cote de la tete, comme dans le medallion de Jehan 
Duseigneur, fait egalement en 1831. • • . 2

Thus dandy and poet already by July I85O, Gautier published 

at Charles Mary's his Poesies, and in October 1852 this volume was 

enlarged by 177 pages and published as Albertus, ou l'Ame et le 

peche, legende theologique. The first volume had appeared during 

a cholera epidemic. But the preface to Albertus was already full

^rheophile Gautier, Htstoire du Romantasme (Paris: Flammarion, 
n.d.X p. 5“6.

12Bergerat, Theophils ^uti^r p. 249.
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of youthful bravado’

L'auteur du present livre eat un jeune homme frileux 
et maladlf, qui use sa vie en famiHe avec deux ou 
trois amis et a peu pres autant de chats.

Un espace de quelquea pleds, ou il fait motos 
froid qa'ailleura, c'est pour lui P’univers. Le 
manteau de la cheminee est son ciel; la plage son 
horizon. . . .

I| n’a vu du monde que ce que l'on en volt par 
la fenetre, et n'a pas eu envle d'en voir d'avantage. 
Il n'a aucune couleur,politlque. ... Il fait des 
vers pour avoir un pretexte de ne rien falre, et ne 
fait rlen sous pretexte qu’il falt,des vers. . • .
<uant aux utilltalres, utopiates, economistes, aatot- 
elaonlstee,et autres, qui lui demanderont a quoi cela 
rime, il repondra: Le premier vers rime avec le 
second au^and la rime n'est pas mauvaise, et de
suite.
—• A quoi cela sert-il? __
— Ce|a sert a etre beau. . . . •

In 1833, H1’ ^unes-E^rance was pub|ished by Eu^ne Renduel whom he 

had met at Hugo's. This man was the great Romantic publisher who 

sped about Paris in a cabriolet of steel and ebony and who boasted 

Balzac and Hugo on his lists.

In the following year, 183*,  Theo's father was appointed 

receiver of taxes at Paeey, and Gautier moved to his first independent 

establishment with his friends Nerval, Hou’’aye and Camille Rogler — 

rather than be exiled on the outskirts of Paris. It was to the 

Impasse du Doyenne that Theo moved, and the group gave a fancy dress 

party manifestly to shock the bourgeois. Adolphe Leleux, Celestin 

Nanteuil, Corot, Chasserlau, Camille Rogler, Lorentz, Marllhat and 

Gautier decorated the walls with immortal paintings — for refreshments

44Text quoted by Adolphe Boschot to hto Thoophi0e teu^er 
(Parto: Desc^e de Brouwer, I933), p*  32-3^.
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were to be visual—Bergerat tells how:

Tous les gens d’esprit, Uous les poStes et aussi 
beaucoup des plus jolies actrices de Paris assisterent 
a cetUe feUe cosUumee qui mcrcperu la place du 
Carrousel de res lumieres eU de ses bruits joyeux.

Thus life continued for Theo. In 1836 he published at Renduel’s 

Mademoiselle de Maupin, which he had conceived back in 18JJ.

In the same year, Baudelaire entered the Lycee Louis-le-Grand 

aU Uhe age of fifteen. In 1827, his father Francois Baudelaire had 

died, and Caroline Baudelaire had married, in Uhe following year, 

Commander Aupick, a handsome, stern soldier who was to show a real, 

if uncomprehending, affection for his stepson. In 18jl, Aupick was 

made Lieutenant-Colonel and sent Uo Lyon, and in this city Charles 

began his studies aU Uhe Pension Delorme, then aU the College Royal. 

After five years came Uhe move Uhe Paris headquarters of Uhe first 

division, and Charles entered Uhe old school of ThSo. He was a 

brilliant student, winning prizes in Latin and Greek and already 

trying his hand aU verse. He was fascinated both by Chenier’s 

Hellenism and by the pessimism of SarnUe—Beuve’s Joseph Delorme and 

Uhe byronism of Petrus Borel. BuU after three years at the CollSge, 

Charles was asked to leave on account of some dormitory scandal. He 

announced Uo his family his decision Uo pursue a career in literature 

and, with regret but admirable justness, General Aupick consented Uo 

leU Uhe eighteen-year old have a couple of years in which Uo finish 

his education according Uo his own tastes. He was duly installed 

then in the Pension BaiHy, aU Uhe corner of Uhe rue de l’EsUrapade

IBBergerat, Theophile Gautier, p. 49.
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and the Place du Pantheon. Here he met such young Bohemians as 

Levavasseur, Auguste Doron, Prurond, Jules Buisson and Philippe de 

Chennevicres who had all read enthusiastically Gautier’s Comedie 

de la Mort and Mademoiselle de Maupin, It seems likely that Charles, 

in the midst of this doree’, was very much aware of

Gautier's literary activities. As early as 29 November 18j6, 

Gautier had used the principle of sensuous 'correspondences' in an 

article on Rubens' picture of the Assumption:

On dirait un enorme bouquet de roses effeuilleesj 
cette peinture est si fraache, si vemeille et si 
fleurie qu’e^e sent bo^ et. ^ette dans l'eglise 
une ravissante ofour prLateud.eee..^

Baudelaire probably became aware of the significance of this theory 

as a result of reading Gautier's comments.

But news of Rharles' literary bohe^de□nesm reached his family. 

Dr. Starkie sketches in a few details of the group:

a noisy band with their thick black beards, their 
velvet caps pulled down rakishly over the right eye, 
with their pipes in their mouths, and a smart little 
grisette in bonnet and shawl leaning on their left 
arm nearest the heart. They slouched about the Latin

15 »See Joanna Richardson, Theophile Gautier, His life and 
Ho.s (London: Reenhardt, 1958)» p. 29&-9. ' She ' quotes arta^e on 
Donizetti’s Lucrezia Borgia:

Beaucoup de morceaux de cet opera, qui devraient etre 
verts de poison, e'encadreraicnt aisement dans la musi-ue 
frciche et rose d'un opera buffa.

Also article on La Heine de Chypre 15 * * 18^1:

le tremolo aigu des viDlans et le chant de la clarinette 
expriment a merveille la fraicheur nocturne et le 
fremissement argente de la,lune sur les Vagues. C'est de 
la musique azuree, si l'idee de la couleur peut s'appliquer 
a un son.
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Quarter, whiling away the time, loafing in the cafes 
or drinking in the low underground bars. • .

Charles even invited his friends home and the inevitable happened.

It was arranged for him to be shipped off from Bordeaux on the 
ship "The Seven Seas", on the 9th of June lB^l^? to make the voyage 

to Calcutta for some twelve to fifteen months. So the twenty-year 

old embarked, under the watchful eye of Captain Saliz, an old friend 

of his Htep-father. His fellow-passengers were middle class, 

respectable families whom Charles began to scandalize with his unin

hibited conversation — so much so that the prudent and shocked 

parents forbade their sons to frequent him. Loneliness, depression 

and home-sickness made him decide to end his voyage at Mauritius, 

where the ship docked for three weeks. There he met M. Autard de 

Bragard and his gentle, motherly wife. Of course the home-sick boy

loEnid Starkie, Baudelaire (London: Oollancz, !955)• p. ^1-2.

^a-neet Raynaud, in his Bau^^ire et la Re^gion du Dandysme.
p. 580, dates this sailing as 29 June. Enid Starkie lists it as or
9 June, as do Yves-Gerard Le Cantec and Jacques Crepet.

1B * *Handel re *a poem: Sonnet a use dame creole.

^See Saynaud, op. dt«

18fell in love with this Creole lady. But at the end of this brief 

interlude, Saliz persuaded him to continue to the island of Reunion 

where he made arrangements for Charles to return to France on a boat 

captained by a friend. Baudelaire's comment to a friend was:

Ce voyage ne m'a £>as ete inutile. J'avais emporte 
les oeuvres completes de Balzac. J'ai eu tout loisir 
de * * * 9 * * * 9 les lire.11
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On his return in February 1842, Paris had changed. Napoleon I’s 

ideal of making Paris the capital of capitals was being realized. The 

Galerie Richer and the Cite du »'aux-Hall had been completed, the 

bridge of the Cite finished, the Hotel de Ville restored as well as 

the hotel du Quai d’Orsay and the Palais des Thermes. There were 

new buildings for the Ecole Normale, a newly opened Theatre italien, 

the J'aiscn d’Or, the Cafe Riche. In addition to all this, laris was 

in the midst of the ’Carnaval* with its ’bals masques’ and its anglomania. 

Charles was now twenty-one years old, had come into a 75»OOO franc 

inheritance and was anxious to plunge into the excitements of Paris, 

free from family restraints. Accordingly, he set up house in the lie 

Saint Louis at 10 quai de Bethune, then rue Vanneau, and finally at 

the Hotel Pimodan (Lauzun), a beautiful ancestral home still to be seen 

on the lie Saint Louis.

Delighting in the new elegance of his lodgings, Charles began 

to live the fashionable life of a dandy. Both Le Dantec and Pascal
20 Pia designate tl is year of 1842 as bein'- that of his "secondes liaisons 

litteraires” with Theophile Gautier and Theodore de Banville. It 

would seem that Gautier visited the Club des Haschischins at the hotel 
Pimodan, organized by Fernand Uoitssard,^ for he published an account 

of his Haschisch dreams in 1843 for la Presse. Baudelaire himself, 

however, seems to remember his first encounter with Gautier as being

20 -'ascal Pia, Baudelaire par lud.-meme (Parts: Aux PdHions du 
Seuil, 1952) p. 159.

21Alph°nse Seche, La Vie des Fleurs du -’al (Amiens: Malfere, 
1928) p. 56.*
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in 1843* as has already been stated. Gautier, on the other hand,
22 places their meeting in the year 1849. Vitu has cogently remarked 

that in 1849 neither Baudelaire nor Gautier was frequenting the 

Hotel Pimodan. A safe and highly probable date would seem to be
23between 1844-45. By 1843, Baudelaire had already written some

fifteen or so of the poems later to be included in Les Fleurs du 

Mai. He had collaborated with Prarond on a play Ideolus — never 

to be completed. He collaborated too in an anonymous work, Les 

Mysteres galans des theatres de Paris. Xet, in spite of his 

literary efforts, the fact of his increasing poverty and prodigality 

is well known and need not be repeated here. In September 1844, a 

"conseil judiciaire" was appointed, much to the young man's humiliation 

and rage. But life went on, a round of theatres, bars, women, at 

this time particularly Jeanne Duval, for Mme Sabatier was not to 

awaken his feelings until a few years later.

Gautier's life at this time seems to have only the vaguest 

interaction with that of Baudelaire. In 1846, Vitu reported in
24L'Echo that Baudelaire and Gautier were seen in the audience of 

Champfleiwy's Pierrot Valet de la Mort at the Funambules. Both 

frequented Boiss<ard's reception in the Hotel Pimodan. Porche tells

22Auguste Vitu, Charles Baudelaire. Souvenirs-Corresponaences 
(Paris: Pincebourd^e, l^2^ p. i16.

T. Bandy and Claude Pichois, Baudelaire devant ses 
Contemporains (Monaco: Editions du 1957) P. 21.

L'Echo, 27 September 1846, quoted in Bondy and Pichois
ip, cit.. p. 173-
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how Theo found in Charles "une politesse excessive", noted his "gcstes 

lents, rares, sobres, rapproohea du corps", in short that "froideur 

britannique" which was to antagonise so many of Baudelaire's
25 *^qu^nta^M. The Ho tai pimodan was ta continue as a mesting

place even when the beautiful Mme Sabatier's 'soirees', at 16 rue 

Frochot in Montmartre become the scene of impressive litercry and 

artistic gatherings*  Every Sunday such men os Heyer, Du Comp, Henri 

Monnier, Dumas pere, Musset, Feydeau, Heissonier and, of course, 

Gautier ond Baudelaire would gather there. As a measure of Theophile's 

renown at this time, it is significant that he was proposed os candi

date for the Academy by the journal Evcnement in 1849. But he was 

still determined not to be orthodox — a legacy of the days of 

Hernani — and accordingly he refused to stand for the Academy. His 

journalism was continuing apace, and that same year he published his 

Grotesques in Lo France litteraire. On 12 March 1849, there appeared 

a significant article in La Freese, from Gautier's pen, dealing with 

the problems of evoking music in prose •— an interesting example of 

Gautier's awareness of 'correspondences', though there is no evidence 

that he and Baudelaire had ever discussed this idea. It seems likely, 

however, that the two men would have discussed their aesthetics on 

such an evening as Cormenin recalled in his letter to Maxime 

du Camp: J'ai vu dernierernent, chez Theophile Gautier, un

2^Fronyois 1 ' orche, Boude^ire et la i residentc Claris: 
Gallimard, 1959)» P» 94.
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26Baudelaire qui fera parier de lui. . . ,

The relationship between Du Camp, Coraeeie and Arsene 

Houssaye was to bring Baudelaire and Gautier into closer contact. 

The Revue de Paris had been founded in 1829 by Dr. Veron but had 

been crowded out by the much more successful Revue des Deux Mondea. 

Cormeeie, Du Camp, Hou”aye and Gautier bought up the goodwill of 

this falling magazine and became part owners; the first number 

appeared on the 1st October 1'51. The new sympathetic direction of 

the paper gave Baudelaire enough courage to collect all the poems 

he had written and to send to Gautier two batches in February 1852. 

One of these lots is the collection published in facsimile by Van
27 Bever. The composition of the other is not known but Dr. Starkle 

suggest’ that many were written in the years at the Hotel Pimodan. 

A letter from Baudelaire to Gautier in February 1852 runs thus:

... Voiid done, cher ami, ce second petit paquet.
J’espere que tu trouveras de quoi choisir. Je desire 
vivement que ton gout s'accorde avec le mien. Pour

* * J * — *

mon compte, voila ce que je prefere:
Les deux Crepuscule’
La Caravane
Le Renlement de St. Pierre
L'Artiste inconnu
L'Outre de la Volupte
La Fontaine de Sang
Le Voyage a Cythere

^Bandy and Pichois, op. cit. p. 115» quote Maxime du Camp 
who tells in Souvenirs Litteraires (Paris> Hachette, 1892) U, 
p, 57-8, how he spoke to M, and Mme Aupick about letters from Louis 
Cormenin.

P?Ed. Van Bever, Douze poemes (Paris: Cres, I917).
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Protege-moi ferme. Si on ne grogne pas Urop contre 
cetUe poesie, j’en donner^ de plus voyanUe encore.

Adieu 28
Charles Baudelaire

The letter is headed: 25 rue des Marais-du-Temple — Charles lived 

aU this address from 15 June 1851 Uo 7 April 1852. It may be 

deduced that his meetings with Gautier were less frequent than in 

Uhe days aU Uhe Hotel Pimodan when mutual friends would bring them 

together, and the apparent cordiality of Baudelaire's letter may be 

deceptive and diplomatic. Judging from the results of it, Gautier's 

support, if actual, was not effective. IU may be agreed, with Dr. 

SUarkie, that Gautier’s opinion may have been overruled by his co

directors or that it was simply not favourable Uo Uhe inclusion of 

Uhe poems. In any case, only two poems were published much later in 

Uhe year, in October — Uhe conventional 1’Homme eU la Mer and Le 

Heniome^ de SU. Pierre. Maxime du Camp recalls that Gautier had 

said earlier':

Il adviendra de ce Baudelaire ce qu’il est advenu 
de Petrus Borel. On disait^: quand il paraxti'a, 
Hugo n'e^s^ra p|us. i| a paru. Ce m,euart rien. ~

This comment seems particularly significant in Uhe assessment of Uhe 

relationship between Uhe Uwo poets. Baudelaire would seem Uo pursue 

Uhe friendship in order Uo avail himself of Gautier’s influence. 

Gautier preserves a private indifference and a public affability.

Charles Baudelaire, Commespomdamce_Gemema|e in OeuvresCompletes, ed. Jacques CrepeU ^ar^ss Coax’d, 1917), XIV p. 153.

^^acine du Cm^ ^uven^s L^tera^es ^ar^: HacheUUe, 
1892) 11, p. 83.
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It should also be remembered that Baudelaire had written in L* 5cho 

des Theatres on 25 August 1846:

Theophile Gautier est un banal enfileur de mots. 
Gros, paresseux, lymphaticue, il n’a pas d’idees et 
ne fait qu’enfiler et perlcr les mots a la maniere 
des colliers d • osages» •

remarks unlikely to have endeared the younger man to Gautier. 

Later in 1852, having sent off his poems to Gautier, Baudelaire was 

to write his article L* Ecole ' 'aienne for La Senaine Thcatrale. This 

is in fact a diatribe against the precursors of Farnasse — such men 

as Banville, Menard, Leconte de Lisle, Laprade and, of course, 

Gautier. In spite of these factors, ' owever, Baudelaire was able to 

publish articles on Foe in the Kevue de i-iris in March and April of 

the same year; in October there appeared his translation of Poe.

With the approach of winter, the circles in which the two 

poets moved drew more closely together. Mme Sabatier’s Sundays at 

16 rue Frochot became more significant occasions for Baudelaire. 

Though he had known Aglae Sabatier since the days of Ferdinand 

Buisson’s parties in the Hotel Pimodan, it was not until t ' • is winter 

of 1852 that Baudelaire began to fall under her spell. In the 

presence of such men as Flaubert, Barbey d’Aurevilley, Maxime du 

Camp, Ernest Feydeau, Clesin er and Meissonier, Charles saw her 

with new eyes, and began to send her anonymous poems and letters to 

express • • is adoration of this famous beauty and wit. In spite of 

his thirty-three years, his cynicism, his ’dandysme’, Baudelaire was

■5See Raynaud, Bautelaire et la Reljgwn du Dandysroe, p. 41. 
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afraid to declare overtly his feelings, and from 1852 to 1857*  the 

stream of admiring missives continued, with Baudelaire remaining 

timidly incognito. How different from the self-confident Gautier’s 

lettersj Ur. Starkie sees Baudelaire’s behaviour as that of a 

schoolboy, Porche, however, sees below the surface. In fact, 

Baudelaire was not seeking possession of Mme Sabatier. He possessed 

her already in a more ideal way in his fantasy, where she could exist 

as a superior, surreal apotheosis of womanhood. The licence of 

Gautier’s conversation was proverbial. The letters he wrote, so 

pornographic and bawdy that Dr. Starkie refuses to quote them, form 

a strange contrast to Baudelaire's discreet and sensitive eulogies.

4JJudth Gaut^^ Lo Collar des Jours (raris: Felix Juve^ 
1909), p. 155.

By November 1856, Judith, Gautier’s daughter by Ernesta 

Grisi, was nine years old and newly back from the Convent of Notre- 

Dame de la Misericorde. Her father had left the rue Rougemont and 

was being encouraged by Feydeau to work on his Roman de la Momie in 

the comfortable apartment in the rue Grande-Bateliere. It was here 

that Judith, ’l’Ouragan*,  was to meet Charles Baudelaires 

”Ah, voila Baldelarius! s^cria mon ^ere, en tendont 
la main au nouveau venu. ...” Deja il avait coupe 
sa moustache ct e’est ce qui lui donnait pour moi l’air 
d’un pr^re.41

Bandy and Pichois place this meeting as late as l860 — that is, after 

the publication of Les Fleurs de Mai. Evidence seems to support 

Miss Richardson, who tells how Judith aided her father in his work on 

the Roman de la Mnaie ’’bandaging her dolls into miniature Tahosers
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52and making Ernesta's workbox a sarcophagus”.

The purpose of this visit is not known. It may have been a 

purely social call, though it would seem likely that its purpose 

was to discuss Baudelaire's coming publication of Les Fleurs du Mai in 

the following Spring. On 7 March 185*7 , Baudelaire was to write to 

Poulct-Halaeees of his dedication to Theophile Gautier: 

Demain dimanche,*Theophile vient au Loniteur; je veux 
lid montrer la dedicace avant de vous ' 1? envoyer.

First of all, Baudelaire had couched his sentiments in the following

terms:

A mon tres cher et venere maltre et and, Theophile
Gautier

Bien que je te prie de servir de parrain aux Fleurs 
du Mai, ne crois pas que je sois assez perdu, assez 
indigne du non de poete, pour m'imaginer que ces 
fleurs maladives meritent ton noble patronage. Je 
sals que, dans les regions ethenes de la veritable 
poesie, le Mai n’est pas, non plus que le Bien, et 
que ce miserable dictionnaire de melancolie et de 
crime peut legitimer les reactions de la morale, comme 
le . blasphemateur confirme la religion. ,Mais j’ai 
voulu, autant qu’il etait en moi, en esperant mieux 
peut-etre, rendre un homage profond a 1‘auteur de 
1*Albertus, de la Comeaie de la Mort et d*Espana. au 
poete impeccable, au magicien es langue franpaise, 
dont je me declare, avec autant d'orgueil que d'humHite, 
le plus devoue,, le plus respectueux et le plus jaloux 
des disciples.^

The poet himself corrected the obvious error — ”Cs langue franpaise” 

became ”Cs lettres ^a^aises”. This done, Baudelaire took

^2See Joanna Bichardeon, ^.opMIc fouler, Bis life and 
Times. p. 28.

^Baudelaire, Correspondence Qcnerale. p. I8.

^Sext quoted in Bauc^a^e, Oeuvres Complete8, p. 1379. 
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advantage of GauttLer's visit to the Moniteur on Sunday 8» March 

1857. On the following Monday, Baudelaire announced that, with the 

advice and consent of Gautier, he had emended the text:

La nouvelle dedicace, discutee, convenue et consontie 
ayec le magician qui n*a  tres bien explique qu'une 
dedicace ne devait pas etre une profession de foi 
laquelle d'ailleurs avait pour defaut d'attirer les 
yeux sur le cote scabreux du volume et de Io denoncor.2

It seems probable that Gautier was flattered by this gesture, condug 

as it did at a time when his own work was causing him anxiety. His 

Roman de la Hocio was being serialized in Le Moniteur. and was being 

unfavourably criticised by the editor of that paper, Julien Turgan, 

on the grounds that it was not a living picture, and that it smacked 

of second-hand erudition. It must have been a source of encourag^est 

to Gautier to see in print:

Au p^cca^lec cable
au parfait magicnon lettres franchises
a mon tres-cher.et tres-venere maxtre et ami

'rheophile Gautier 
avec les sentiments de.la plus profonde 

humilite
je dedie ces fleurs maladives

C.B.

Here again, however, it is by mutual need that tho two poets come 

together. One searches in vain for instances of spontaneous inter

action, and affection.

Pursuing the chronological sequence of their relationship, 

one must note the date of the publication of the Fleurs du Mai on 

25 June 1857. Many of the poems had been written before the end

•^Baudolairo, Correspondance Gmaraje. p. 18. 
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of 1844, when Gautier was not as yet a personal acquaintance. He 

had announced a collection entitled Lesbiennes early in 1846 — 

never to appear. By the end of 1848 he abandoned that title ond 

announced Les Limbes, probably under the influence of Fourier
/

who calls 'periodes lymbiques1 the beginning of Socialism and 

industrial discontent. But silence followed until February 1852 

when he had sent the two botches of poems to Gautier, hoping the 

latter would procure their publication in La Revue de Paris. Thus 

Baudelaire had long been a poet on the verge of proving himself to 

critics and public. In this light we may understand the sudden 

exasperated outburst on 5th July from Bourdin, critic for Le Figaro, 

who found the poems:

for the most part the monotonous repetition of the 
same words and ideas. Never in the space of so few 
pages had he seen so many breasts bitten, nay even 
chewed; never did he see such a procession of devils, 
of foetus, of demons, cats and vermin. The book was 
a hospital full of all the insanities of the human 
mind, of all the putrescence of the human heart; 
if only this were done to cure them it would be 
permissible, but they are incurable."0

The stage was set for the lawsuit against Baudelaire on the 

grounds of the immorality of his collection. The Coup d'Etat of 

December 1851 had been followed in February 1852 by the famous 

Decree which virtually muzzled political journalism ond imposed 

Press cenan^ah^pf Details of Baudelaire's fate at the tribunal 

ore not relevant to this discussion, but Sainte-Beuve's suggested,

^Qiwtod by Enid Starve, Baufelaire, p. 255.
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ill-chosen Petits Moyens dt Defense• are significant in so far as 

they link Gautier once again, if indirectly, with Baudelaire. 

Baudelaire was to plead that his quest for originality had forced 

him to make evil his subject, since Lamartine had taken Heaven, 

Hugo earth, Laprade the forest’, Musset passion, others (meaning

ha .e and rura0 |lfe, and GautLer had taken Spain. Noting 

had been left. The pettiness of this line of defence is obvious and 

one cannot but marvel that Baudelaire accepted it. Critic’ who 

believe in Baudelaire*a  admiration for Gautier must find devious 

arguments to reconcile themselves with the fact that Baudelaire 

lists Gautier as no more than the poet of Spain, ignoring Emaux 

et Camees. Baudelaire'’ lawyer Chaix d'Est Ange was to quote 

suggestive passages from Beranger, Musset and from Gautier in an 

effort to parry the charge of obscenity. A long passage from Mademoiselle 

de Maupin was read to the court. Gautier himself seem’ to have 

remained silent throughout the proceedings of that hot month of 

August.

Baudelaire's relationship with their mutual friend Mme 

Sabatier came to a critical point at this time. He wrote to her 

for the first time in his own hand-writing on 18th August 1857. He 

wa’ already feeling that she had betrayed his devotion by confiding 

in her sister who had laughingly asked him whether he was still in

P?See Pierre Dfay, Autour de Baude|alre (JPar1’: Cabiest 
du Livre, *951)♦  p.
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» 38love with la President®. Her response to his letters frightened

him and he began to withdraw. The letter of 51 August betrays his 

panic and sadness. He ceased for a while to attend her Sunday 

evening gatherings. By September their relationship was again one 

of calm, undemanding friendship. The third volume of his translations 

of Poe appeared in May 1858, followed in June by a scurrilous if 

amusing article in Io Figaro by Jean Rousseau on 6th June.Rousseau 

claimed that Baudelaire did not exist as a person, that he was no 

more than a character from Gautier's Jeunes-France of 1833» in which 

Daniel Jovard was a satire of the pseudo-intellectual, artistic set. 

Jovard had come to life again under the name of Baudelaire. This 

incident would seem to point to the fact that Baudelaire and Gautier 

were linked together in critical opinion, though not by bonds of 

mutual affection.

Charles left Paris for Honfleur in December and spent six 

months at Honfleur with his mother. Gautier in the meantime had 

moved to rue de Longchamps. Charles returned to Paris in June 1859 

to find that the loss of the whole first edition ol Les-Fleurs du Mai 

had seriously harmed Poulot-MalaelSLB, finances. In May 1858 Poulet- 

Malassis had published the scholarly Me^oires de Lauzun which had 

been arraigned for obscenity but the court verdict was ''not proven" 

and the edition soon sold out. The second edition, early in 1859 was

letter to Mme Tuesday, * 18 AugusU 1857 in
Correspo^ance Generis. p. 86.

^See reply Uo uhis artt^e: Letare au F^aro. 13 June
185& Oeuvres Compleues, p. 1014.
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published but, on account of a preface entitled "The Tribulations 

of an Editor", proceedings were started a.ain • > t it again. The 

editor, Louis Lacour, was fined 100 francs and sentenced to three 

months’ imprisonment; Poulet-Halassis was sentenced to pay 500 francs and 

serve one month’s imprisonment. On his release, his fine publication 

of Unpublished Works of Piron in November 1859 sold to only a 

very limited public. His partner De; • Broise was cautious about any 

new venture and for this reason tried to insist on printing only a 

limited edition of Baudelaire’s Study of Gautier. This article first 

appeared on 1J March in L’Artiste and after much discussion was 

published by Poulet-Malassis with a frontispiece by Theorond at the 

end of November 1859. Gautier’s own study of Balzac was not selling 

well either, and Poulet-Malassis went bankrupt in 1862.

During these difficult years there is no evidence of 

Baudelaire and Gautier’s being in contact with each other. Bandy 

and Pichois suggest, however, that it was in i860 that Baudelaire 

visited Gautier and met Judith. It would seem to us that there are 

more grounds for believing this meeting took place in 1856, In the 

first place, it was the year in which Gautier became salaried 

editor of L’Artiste, which he, Cormenin^, Houssaye and Du Camp had 

been running since 1851. It was therefore to Baudelaire’s advantage 

to visit this potential ally in 1856. To place the me' • ting in i860, 

is to suppose that Baudelaire was making a purely social call on a 

friend — and it seems to us that this hypothesis has no foundation 

in fact. Indeed, Baudelaire’s letter to Hugo a propos of his study 

of Gautier shows that he had been fully aware of the dissimulating
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course he had been following:

Je puis avouer confidcntiellement quo je connais lea 
lacunas de cet etonnant esprit. Bien des fois, 
peasant a lui, j'ai ete afflige de voir que Dieu ne 
voulait pas etre entierement genereux. Je n'ai pas 
menti, j’ai esquive, J'ai dissimule. . . .Mais vis
a-vis de vous, il me semble absolument inutile de 
mentir,

Crepet, in his note on this letter, remarks that many critics have 

used it to prove that Baudelaire felt no real affinity with Gautier, 

and points out that on the other hand one must weigh the evidence 

of the dedication to Gautier. The remark is relevant if one considers 

that perhaps here again 3audelaire is being diplomatic to this ”voix 

dictatoriale” — in which case it may be argued that neither the 

dedication nor the letter is a reliable indication of the truth, 

since both may have been pleas for support and protection. Indeed, 

Baudelaire says later in the letter to Hugo:

J'ai besoin de vous. J'ai besoin d'une voix plus 
haute que la mienne et que celle de Theophile 
Gautier, de votre voix dictatoriale. Je veux 
etre protege? V’imprimerai humblement ce que vous 
daignerez iB*ecrire.

* 41Hugo was to reply with the famous "Vous creez un frisson nouveau”.

eBBaudel^s.ue, Cerueapeadaaoe Generale, p. J^.

^BOaudeleii^, Oeuvres Comp^te^ p. 1487-6, letter by Hugo 
headed "fcutevi^e House, 6 October, 1S59”:

Votre article sur Theophile Gautier, Monsieur, est une de ces 
pages qui provoquent puSaaamaeat lo pensee. Rare merite, fairs pens er; 
don des oeuls elus. Vous ne vous troupes pas en pueveyoat quelque 
diaaSdeaoe entre vous et ..oi. Je comprends toute votre philosophic 
(car, cone tout poete, vous contenez un philosophe); je fois plus 
que la couiprendre, je l'odaeta; mais je garde la mienne. Je n'oi 
jamais dit: l'Art pour l'Art; j'ai toujours dit: l’Art pour le 
Progress. Au fond c'est la meme chose, et votre esprit est trop 
penetrant pour ne pos le sentix*. En avont! c'est le mot du Irogres;
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Whatever was the real motive behind this letter, it is clear 

that Baudelaire was, in fact, in need of support from all 3idcs. In 

January 1361, the second cdition of Les Fleurs du Mai passed scarcely 

noticed, except for three important reviews — Alphonse Duchesne in 

Le Figaro on 2nd May and De Pontmartin in La_RcvuCe-dese,iD2H2,eMo2dCs 00 

14 August« Both were unfavourable. Duchesne placed Baudclaire far 

below Gautier, but a little above Banville. The third by Leconte de 

Lisle in L- Revue Europeenne on 1 December was more a veiled reply to 

criticism against himself than an appreciation of Les Fleurs du Mai.

e’est aussi le cri de O’A.t...Tout le verbe de la poCsIc est la^« 
IteJ Que faitcs-vous done quand vous Ccrivcz des vers saississants: 
les Sept Vicillards et Les Pctitcs Vicilles quc vous mc dCdiez ct 
dont jc vous rcmercie? Quc faitcs-vous? Vous marchez. Vous allcz 
cn avant. Vous dotez le cicl dc l’Art d’on nc sait quel rayon 
macabre, Vous crcez un frisson nouveau.

Meanwhile, Gautier was still enslaved by his journalism, 

In March 1861, he signed a contract with Gcrvais Charpcntiw tor Lc 

Capitaine Fracasse. He was often affectionately received by the 

sensitive and cultivated patron of the arts, the Princess Mathilde, 

In May he wrote La Fellah, On 2 May there appeared the first of 

the twenty-five articles to be collected in his AbccCdaire du Salon 

of 1861; at the end of the same month, he presented the Emperor with 

the early part of the Trcsors d’Art de la Russie. On 15 July 1861 

came Baudelaire’s sequel to the dedication of Les Fleurs du Lal in 

La Revue Fantaisiste:

Fipurcz-vous, jc vous prie, la langue francaise a 
l’etat de langue morte, ... Si dans ces Cpoques, 
situces moins loin neut-etre quc nc l’imaginc 
l’orgueil modcrne, les poesies de Thcophile Gautier 
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sont retrouveea par quelque savant amoureux de 
beaute, je devine, je comprends, je vois sa joie. 
Voila done la vraie langue fra^paiseJ la langue des 
grands e3prits et dea espr^s raffinesP2

This article again coincides curiously with the time when Baudelaire 

was seriously considering an effort to secure election to the French 

icademy. His friends could not believe that he was serious. Sainte- 

Beuve virtually laughed in his face, but letters to his mother 

be^ean July 1361. and February 1862 show that he was entirety in
43 earnest. He visited members of the Academy to solicit their 

support. In the letter of 25 December 1861, he recounts:

Lamartine a voulu me detourner de mon projet, en 
me disant qu'a mon age on ne devait pas s'exposer a 
recevoir un soufflet (il paralt que j'ai l'air jeune). 
De Vigny, que je ne connaissais pas> s'est fait fermer 
pour etre seul avec moi et m'a garde trois heures. 
C'est le seul qui jusqu'a present s'intOrosso a mon 
affaire, et la preuve, c'est qu'il m'a fait dire hier de 
returner chez lui dans dix jours, apres avoir vu quelques 
autres membres, afin de lui rendre compte de mes 
impressions.^4

In the Revue Anecdoten^ of the first fortnight of January 1862,

one finds an account of Baudelaire's interview with Vnlleoain, of

whom the poet wrote:

M. Villemain eat un cuistre et un sot, un singe 42 * * * * * * * * *

42 vSee Baudelaire, Oeuvres Completes p. 1101

^BBaldlelairo, Corrospondanco Genarale: a) Letter to m»o
Aupick, p. 321: Plusieurs personnes rn'engagent a profiter de la
vacance actuelle (Scribe) ou des vacances prochaines pour poser ma
candndaturo a l'Ac^ad-e. b) ^tter of 25 July 1861» p. 325: ”Etre
de l'Academe est, selon moi, le seul honneur qu'un vrai homes de
lettres puisse solliciter sans rougir...”

1,.1, _B^i^d^e^lai.x^e^, ibid., p. 21.
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solennel, a qui je feral peut-etre payer fort cher 
si Dleu me prete vle, la manure dont 11 m’a recu..5

On the 20th January 1862 came Sa^te-Beuve’s article in Le Cons^tut^nnel

entitled ’’Des prochaines elections a l’Acaderaie”. The author began

thUsi

On s’est demande d’abord si M. Baudelaire, en se 
presentant, voulait faire une niche a 1’Academic, 
et une epigrammej s’il ne pretendait point l’avertir 
par la qu’ij etait bien tempo qu’elle song"eat a 
s’adjoindre ce poete et cet ccrivain si distingue 
et si habile dans tous les genres de diction, 
pieophile Gautier, son maitre. On a eu a ay prendre, 
a epeler le nom de M. Baudelaire a plus d’un menbre 
de l’Academie, q^ ignorait totalement son 
existence. ...

Sainte-Beuve had evidently not forgotten the incident of February 1859

when Babou, in the Revue Francaiae. had attacked him for not having 

commented upon the publication of Les Fleurs du lai. Baudelaire dis

liked Babou and had written to Sainte-Beuve disowning all association 

with the article. The critic was not a man to forget a slight, 

however. Baudelaire, on the other hand, replied in a letter to 

Sainte-Beuve cordially than ing him for his praisei

Comment n’avez-vouc pas devine que Baudelaire, 
ca voulait dire; Auguste Barbier, Theophile 
Gautier, Banville, Flaubert, Leconte de Lisle, 
a’est-a-dire ^ttoratare pure?*1?

Etienne Charavay published this letter from the handwritten copy he

had access to and noted that many words were underlined:

^Baudo^i!"^ Coreesr^^ance General, p. 4^ Letter
to Sainte-Beuve.

46 .Quoted in Bandy and Flchois, Baudelaire devant ses 
Contemporains, p. 186.

**7lbid.. p. 57.
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Or les medecins alienistes oat remarque que, dan« 
la premiere phase des affectious mentales, le malade 
ae peut ecrire sans eprouver le besoi^ de mettre les . « 
mots ea vedette, de les detacher et de les soul^gner.”

It is sot entirely irrelevant to remark here that several 

intimates of Baudelaire noted the growing wildness in Baudelaire's 

eyes from 1861 awards, so ttat his attetudee and opinions nay be 

taken to be increasingly ambivalent, particularly so where such a 

precarious relationship as that with Gautier is concerned. There 

is a danger, however, of overstating the importance of this Relation

ship. It was, at best, spasmodic in its force and direction. Nadar 

gives us a striking portrait of Charles:

En voyant cette tete toujours singuliere s'eyasa-nt 
du collet de la houppelande invariablement retrousse, 
nez vigoureuecmcnt lobe entre ces deux yeux qu'on 
e'oubliait plus: deux gouttes de cafe, sous des e * a %

^Ibid. t p. 57. note (2).

^Nadar^ (Felix Toumachon, dit -), Charles Baufola^e
Intime - La P°cte Vierge (Faria: BJaizot, 19il), p. ^1-2.

-^Notice by Theophi1e Gautter for (iefLn^ive e^tton of Les 
Fleurs de Mai (Faris: Mich©* 1 L«vy, 1868),p. 10.

soyoils ^tro^sos — levres serrees et ameres, 
mauvaesce, cheveux argentes avant l'nge, tantot trop 
courts, tantot trop longs, visage glabre, clericalement 
rase jusqu'au scrupule — ^passant saeee, comme ro
inquiet, songe^t: ”Celui-la n'est pas tout le monde.” ' 

Gautier was to give his own portrayal of his contemporary in his 

notice for the definitive edition of Les Fleurs du Mai in 1868:

Sa figure s'etait amaegree et comme spiritualisee: 
les yeux semblaient plus vastes, le nez s^tait 
finement accentue et etait devenu plus ferine; les 
levres s'etaient serrees myetCrecuecmcnt et dans leurs 
commeeeurcs pe^aiesaeent garder des secrets 
sa^cast iques.
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The truth of it was that 1862 was Uo be a difficult and discouraging 

year for both Gautier and Baudelaire. Theophile was unhappy in his 

marriage — less unhappy perhaps than bored with Ernesta — and 

exhausted by his endless journalism. He no longer felt contemporary 

in that gay world of Uhe Second Empire. From JO April Uo 10 June 

1862 he was senu off uo London uo reporu on the Second I^ernattona1 

Exhibition for Le Mo^teur Unlversel, while still laboriously 

working on Uhe Capitate Fracasse which had been on hia mind for a 

quarter of a century. It finally appeared in October 1863 and ran 

Uo four magnificently successful editions. 1862 for Baudelaire was 

Uo be Uhe year of his first terrifying brush with insanity. He wrote:

J’ai cultivS mon hystemre avec jouissance eU terreur.
Marmtenamt j’ai toujours le vertige et aujourd’hui 
le 23 janvier 1862, j’ai subi un singulier averUissemenU, 
j’ai senti passer sur moi le vent de I'aile de
VLmbeciUAts.^

Three days later, on 26 January, he wrote Uo Vigny, mentioning 

vaguely his malaise:

J’ai StS sSrieusememt malade, mais, abstraction faiUe 
de la santS, de la paresse, du travail, et de plusieurs 
autres considerations, j’Sprouvais un certain embarras 
a me retmouvem devanu vous.52

And yet a year later Baudelaire was still preserving a precarious 

balance between extraordinary perceptive insight and manic despair. 

On 2 September 1863 he published his L’Oeuvre et la Vie de 

Delacroix who had died in the preceding August. In it he speaks

^BBaudel6i.me, Oeuvres Completes, p. 1233•

52Baudeearme, Commespomdemce G^n^ale. p. 54. 
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of Gautier's rare 'crise d'independanc<B'.The epithet was 

omitted by the editors of the Oeuvres Completes in 1868 since 

Gautier had written a prefatory study for the edition and it was 

felt hardly seemly to include this note of censure.

There seems to have been no contact between the two poets 

in that year of 1863-1864; tired of the misunderstanding and 

distrust of his fellow countrymen, Baudelaire left for Brussels to 

give a series of lectures under the auspices of Le Cercle des Arts. 

The first, on the 2nd May, dealt with the work of Delacroix; the 

second was on Theophile Gautier and the third on Les Paradis 

Artificiels. The first lecture was well received. The Gautier 

lecture was delivered to an audience composed largely of schoolgirls 

and their teachers before whom Baudelaire made the fatal mistake 

of appearing risque. He began:

Je suis d'autant plus touche de l'accueil que 
vous avez bien voulu me faire, cue c'est avec 
vous que j'ai perdu ma virginite d'orateur, 
virginite qui n'est d'ailleurs pas plus 
regrettable que 1'autre.*̂

^See Baudelaire, Oeuvres Cempletes, p. 876.

^^ule-lfcl.«ssis in La Petite Revue. 21 January 1865.

-1Cpmille Le Monnier, La Vie Beige (Bruxelles: Fasquelle,
19°5) pp« 68-73.

The incensed and shocked school mistresses marshalled their pupils 

out and left an almost deserted hall, except for Camille Lemonnier, 

a twenty-year old who was, thirty years later, to write a movingly
55sincere and appreciative account of this lecture in La Vie Beige. * 19
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Baudelaire spoke of ’’Gauticr, le maltrc ct mon maitre. . . . Jc 

salue en Theophilc Gauticr, mon ma^re, le grand poCtc du s^^c". 

Hc had uacd his 1859 essay on fouttcr for the ^x0 of his lccture 

so that ostensibly his aAtiOude had not changed. After this point, 

however, the thread which linked the two mcn becomes very tenuous. 

In Junc 1865, Saintc~Beuvc mcnttons Ahem in the same article^:

Quand jc lis des vers nouvcaux, que jc parcours un 
de ces frais recueils qui viennent dc paraltre, ou 
choix dc poCsics dans un journal, jc me dis prcsquc 
aussitoA: "Ah, ccci esA du Mussct" ou bicn "Cest 
cncorc du Lamartine (ce qui esA plus rare;)" ou bicn 
"Ceci rappcllc V. Hugo dcrnicrc manicrc;" — ou: 
"Ccci est du Gauticr, — du Banville, — du Lecontc 
dc Lisle, — ou mcmc du Baudclairc." Ce sont les 
chcfs dc file d’aujourd’hui, ct ils s’imposcnt aux 
nouveaux vcnus.5°

Obviously Baudclaire and Gautier still saw each other on

occasions, since Gautier’s daughter Judith was much admired by

Baudelaire both for hcr beauty and hcr intelligence. Wc may
57 presume that Baudclairc had grown to know hcr in Gautier’s home.

Baudelaire had not long, however, to spend in thc company

of friends, for in 1867 on JI August he was to die in his mother^

arms, paralysed and inarticulate. The funeral mass was at Saipt

Honorc, in Passy. Verlaine was to comment later:

On remarqua beaucoup 1’absencc a ces tristes obsCqucs, 
dc ThCophile Gautier, que le Maltrc avait tant aimC, 
et dc M. Lccontc de Lislc qui faisait profession d’Ctrc

^Sainte-ICuv^ "Dc la Po^c en 1865" in Le Cons0l0u0ionnel, 
12 Junc 1865.

Judith Gauticr, Lc Collicr des Jours, p. 67.
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eon omi, en depit des relations un peu SreaSquea 
de la part de Baudelaire^ qui ovoient existe entre 
le defunt et le borde creole.-^

Gautier excused his absence on the grounds that he had to write his 

weekly article for La Presse. On the following day, he wrote to 

his daughter Estelle:

Je te>uemercSe bien tendrement de lo fopon oharmaateet 
discrete avec laquelle tu as fait allusion O ce jour 
nefoste qui est celui de mo aaSaaonce et dont le 
retour augments d’un chiffre un Oge dejO suffSaommeat 
respectable • • • • Il vo folloir domain recommencer 
mon metier de croquemort et foire une necuologSe de ce 
pauvre Baudelaire. CrenomJ comme il disoit, c'est 
embetant d'enter^r ainsi tous scs amis et de foire de 
lo copie ovec leur codavre ... . ^

Baudelaire, as fate would hove it, hod died on Gautier's birthday.

After his death Gautier seems to hove hod revived interest in

Baudelaire, for he published in January 1868 his study of the dead 

poet in 1'Univers illustre.

Thus stands the evidence of actual contact between the two 

poets. Much has been written from varying standpoints. Jules 

Levallois dismisses all the overt homage to Gautier with short 

measure:

Celo fait partie des solomo^cs de Baudelaire a Gautier. 
N'en croyez uSea. Baudelaire n'o jamais vu, chez Gautier 
qu'un "banal enfileur de mots sans idees", et du reste, il 
l'a ecrit.6°

eLe•ttex, dated 19 Stober from Verlaine to Leon Deschamps si 
La Plume of 15 November 1890, quoted in Bondy ond P'S^oSs, Baudelaire 
devont ses Contemporaina, p. 235*

letter to Estelle Gauker, 1 September 1S67, quoted to 
Bergerat, Theoohile Gautier, p. 307,

Jules Levollois, Memoires d'un Critique, quoted by Raynaud, 
Chorles to^totoe (Parto: Gornier, 1922h p. ' ^O.
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Henri Derieiuc^ on the other hand believes Baudelaire to be sincerely 

indebted to Gautier as a poet.

The evidence is not conclusive though it seems to point to 

the fact that Baudelaire and Gautier were certainly never real 

companions. The affection which Baudelaire displays at times may 

then be exaggerated or insincere. The extent of this insincerity 

must, however* ultimately be considered in the light of the extent 

of his agreement with Gautier on the subject of the relationship 

of art to morals. It is for this reason that it would seem necessary 

to place this evidence in its social and historical context before 

attempting any evaluation.

^Henri Derieux, ”La Plasttcite de Baudelaire et ses Rapports 
avec Theophile Gautier”, in Mercure de France (1 October 1917) pp. 416-31.
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CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY AND ITS INFLUENCE ON'BAUDELAIRE AND GAUTII R

If, as Miss Richardson has remarked, ”a man must perform within 

the decor of his times, his part must integrate with the contemporary 

play", then the relationship between Gautier and Baudelaire, and their 

area of agreement on the question of morality in art, must have been 

influenced by the climate of their period.

It is therefore relevant to recall that 18^0 saw the enthronement 

both of Louis-Philippe, the bourgeois monarch, and of Romanticism. The 

•tricolore’ replaced the vhite flag. Louis-Philippe recognized the 

principle of popular sovereignty; the press and the tribune were freed; 

the property qualification was lowered to 200 francs for electors, to 

500 francs for eligibles. 198,000 citizens benefited from this reform. 

Bourgeois government took the place of government by nobles and clergy. 

In literature, Victor Hugo’s Hernani won its battle and gained an empire 

of ardent, idealistic young minds. Conflict between literature and society 

was inevitable. On the one hand was shrewd, materialistic economy; on 

the other was flamboyant extravagance. Of the society of the 18j)’s, 

Alexis de Tocqueville wrote to John Stuart Hill:

"Le systeme d’adoinistration pratique depuis dix-sept ans a 
tellement perverti la classe moyen^ en faisant un constant 
appel aux cupidites i^dividuelles de ses membra que cette 
classe deviest peu a peu pour le rente de la nation une

lRR1hardson, Theophile Gautior, his Life and Times, Introduction,
P. 13.
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petite aristocratie corrompue et vulgai^r^e^, par laguelle il 
devient honteux de se kisser gouverner. Si ce sentiment 
e’accroeesait dans la masse, il pourrait amener plus tard 
de grands malhcume."2

In this society, deprived of moral ideals, there was a diversi

fied minority which dreamed of social progress as opposed to the 

preservation of the peaceful bourgeois ’status quo’, Saint-Simonecne, 

FoureCreetce, positivists, independent progmceeeveete like Pierre 

Leroux, republicans and anarchists — all sought extension of suffrage 

rights, diffusion of education, organisation of labour — in fact, a recon

stitution of society. The bourgeoisie on the other hand wanted peace. 

It opposed both the strangely violent literature of Romanticism and the 

disturbingly socialistic ideas of the democratic revolutionaries.

Literary Romanticists and political revolutionon'lei, however, did not 

join forces against the bourgeois. On the contrary, the revolutionaries 

and democrats saw the Romantics as tardy idealists oblivious of the 

wider interests of humanity, engrossed in the sterile analysis of their 

own emotions. Thus, as Caeeagnc says: ’'RCvolutionnairce aux yeux 

de la bourgeoisie, les etaient pour la democratic des
mCecteonnaemce."- Literature, therefore, began to adapt itself to the 

climate in society. Bourgeois opulence was not without its attractions 

for the writers and artists of the day. Sainte-Beuve was to remark: 

"1’Industrie p^etre dans le reve et le fait a son image.”

2Alexis de Tocquevillc, letter o^Au^s^ 1847, to John ^uart 
Mill, quoted by Albert Caeengne in his Theorie de l'Art pour l'Art en 
France (Pamis: Dorbon, 1959), p» 7»

^Caeeagne, op. cit. p. 14*

^^^te^A^usth! Sa^te-Beuve, "De ltt^ratere enduetmiclle” 
in La Rpvue des Deux Mondes, 18j9» quoted by Cass^ne, op. c^. p. 21.
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Writers began to collaborate with the cor-ercial press. Business began 

to stifle art:

”0n changeait en un trafic vulgaire ce qui est une 
magistrature et presque un sacerdoce; on venalt 
proposer de rendre plus large la part faite jusqu'alors 
dans les journaux a une fouie d'avis i^nteur^ de 
recoBrandations banales ou cynioues, et cela au 
depens de la place que reclament la philosopHe, 
1‘histoire, les arts, la litterature, tout Ce qui 
eleve en le charmant 1 esprit des homrr.es; le 
journalists, en un mot, allait devenir le porte-voix 
de la s^culattan."5

The fruits of the artists*  intellect were bought and sold without 

reference to his rights of possession, so much so that in 1847

Le Travail intellectual was founded by a group of economists to protect 

the rights of the intellectual, who was now playing according to the 

rules of a comr » ercial society. Social and bourgeois art was the order 

of the day, and never was art further from the ideal of pure art.

Roranticism realized that it could not withstand bourgeois 

taste. Baudelaire began his Salon de 1845. addressing the bourgeoisie, 

with the words:

"Vous etes la majorite - nombre et intelligence; — 
done vous etes la force, — qui est la justice. Les 
uns savants, les autres proprietaires; — un jour 
radieux viendra ou les savants seront proprietaires, 
et les proprietaires savants. Alors votre puissance sera 
complete, et nul ne ^otastars contoe elle."6

His attitude was to undergo profound change but the testimony stands 

for that time. Authors ahd artists alike began to uphold the solid, 

middle-class virtues of moderation, morality and marriage. On these

’Louis Blanc, Histoire de Dix Ans. t.V, quoted by Cassagne, 
op. cit. p. 21.

^Baudelaire, Oeuvres Completes, p. 605.

homrr.es


topic6, they were certain of an ap.reciativc audience; on more 

controversial political and social topics, however, art was not 

expected to be articulate. The public and critics alike wanted a non

inflammatory literature, at a safe distance from revolution, either 

intellectual or social, to confirm them in their path. Pusset was 

praised by Nisard at his reception into the Academy for having 

remained solely a man of letters not meddling in politics. Supporting 

the separation of art and state, Cousin maintained that: **le seul 

objet de l’art eet le beau. L’art s’abandonne lui-meme des qu’il e’en 

ecarte.

It was the Bohemians like Gautier, Houssaye, Nerval and others 

who refused to conform either to the 1 ourgeois norm of non-controversial 

cores or to the norm of the successful, commercialized journalist-author. 

The idea of art for art’s sake was already implicit in this movement of 

artistic disengagement. There may be seen a basic agreement between 

bourgeois art and Romantic art — that of the independence of art from 

politics and social morality. Boheme was therefore to oppose violently 

the revolutionaries like Saint-Simon, who began to believe that art 

should have a social utility. Lamartine's ’Harmonies'. Vigny’s despair

ing laments, Hugo’s Notre Dame de ■ aria were all criticised in 18jl 

for their lack of social purjoee. The idea abounded that literature 

should be the expression of contemporary society. Lamcnnais pronounced:

L’art n’est que la forme exterieure des idees, 1*expression 
du dogme religieux et du principe social dominant a certaines

^Victor Cousin, article in La Revue des Deux Mondes 18^5. t. Ill, 
quoted by Cassagne, op, cit., p. 39«
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- 8epoques.

Gradually many of the Romantic leaders began to associate 

themselves with contemporary ideas. Hugo was to declare:

•••le theatre est une ••v11 theatre est
une chaire; ...l’auteur de ce drams sait combien 
c’est une grande et serieuse chose que le theatre. 
Il sait que le drame, sans cortir des limites 
impartiales de l’art, a une mission nationale, une 
mission sec1ale, une missi *on humane...9

ooFelicite de Lamenmaia, Esquisse d’une philosophic, livre Vlll,
chap. Hl, quoted by Cassagne, on, cit. p. 51*

SVictor Hugo, in preface to Lucrece Borgia '12 February 1833)«

“S *Baudelaine, Oeuvres Completes, p. 61°.

Lamartine’s Jocelyn of 1836 was "une epopee humaine." George Eand 

became a fervent supporter of Saimt-S1men• Baudelaire, was to declare: 

s’appeler roma^tique et re torder systematiquement le pasae, 
c’est se centned1ne..... Leocantiiieeiess t l'ezmssioonia 
plus actuelle du beau,10

This reorientation of Romanticism toward modernity was to some extent 

continued by the 18*8  Revelut1en. ^c^Hsm and Bonapartism were 

absorbing the public mind. Baudelaire founded, with Champfleury, the 

Salut rublic, but once the monarchy was overthrown, once the progressive 

coa]ition of moderates and Socialists like Lamartine and Louis Blanc 

came and went, once the new constitution of October 1848 became a 

reality and dreams of Utopia receded, many, and Baudelaire among them, 

found themselves faced with the old problem — should art be neutral 

or socially involved? Baudelaire however still maintained his stand,
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declar* ing: ’l'art eBt inseparable de la morale et de VutiH^.”11

■'1Baudelaire, 1j preface to Chansons by Pierre Dupont 1852, 
Soo Oeuvres Corn^e^s, p.^l.

^MMaxi°e du Cam^ Souver^rs H^^a^es (Par^: I:.lchGtto, 1892)
I, p. 306.

^Victor Hugo, • ^iam Shakespeare.

On the other hand, Ducamp, Comenin, Arsene EauB6ayo and Gautier,

in their new Revue de Paris* in August 1851, intended to treat no

political questions in their journal. The 2nd December and the formation 

of the Drpire, however, gave the government the right to suppress any 

newspaper thought to be harmful to the regime. Mnxime du Camp commented:

Le decret du 17 fevrier ne visait que le journalisme 
politique mais pour ricochet il frap j. ait, il ruinait les 
ecrivainB qu1 vivent du journal par la critique d’art 
par le roman, par le compte rendu scientifique., Bien des 
journaux avaient ete adoinlBtrativooent supprimes apres le 
coup d'etat; a Paris meme, pour ce grand corps avide de . 
nouvelles et curieux de lecture, il n’en restait que tcelse.

In consequence, men of letters, rather than becoming partisan poets,

either were silent or were forced onto the side of l'Art pour l'Art.

Hugo, safely in exile, was able to write: ’’L'Art pour l'art peut 
etre beau, maia l'art pour le prog^s est plus beau encore.” I By 

1855 even the Revue de Laris was tending towards social art: Theophile 

Gautier and Housaaye quickly resigned.

Then came the lawsuits against the four men who were least

concerned with matters other than their art — Baudelaire, Flaubert and 

the Goncourt brothers. Baudelaire was quickly to forget his faith in 

•useful’ art and to become one of the outwardly most intransigent 

supporters of 1’Art pour l’Art. In contradiction to his ideas of 1848,
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he now found progress grotesque and decadent.^ Bomanticism, if dying, 

was not entirely dead, and offered to young seekers after an ideal an 

art which seemed free and unphilistine. The Romanticism of Albertus , 

of La Comedie de la "ort and Espana. in short of Gautier’s first 

manner, had a continuing appeal for men like Baudelaire. Writers like 

Leconte de Lisle protested against social art, and sought to clarify 

their position:

Quelque vivantes que soient les passions politiques de ce 
temps, elles appartiennent au monde de 1’action; le monde 
speculatif leur est Stranger* Ceci ex? • lique la neutralite 
de ces etudes.^5

Thus the time which elapsed between the revolution of 1830 and 

that of 1870 manifests a vigorous social force which served to condition 

public and official attitudes towards •iterature. Both Baudelaire and 

Gautier came of age intellectually within this period. Since it seems 

fair to assume that the two men were never drawn together by bonds of 

sincere mutual friendship, and since their passion for poetry seems to 

have led them finally to take up similar positions before the problems 

of state intervention in literature and poetic liberty, the question 

arises as to why Baudelaire in the first preface to Les Fleurs du Hal, 

fails to cite Eraux et Camees as one of the works for which he admires 

Gautier. The slim volume of poems epitomizing the spirit of l’Art 

our l’Art in 1852 would seem the obvious work for which Gautier should

^See "Exp°BiAion dcs Beaux-Ar.s en 1855” and ’’^Hon dc 1859"
in Ocuvrcs ComplcAes, p. 693 and p. 771*

^CChe^^s Lccontc de Lis^ preface ao PoCmcs An^qucs (1852)»
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be oomee1lded - if, thot es, BoudeU^re's intention ss to commend Ws 

contemporary on the grounds of his 'disengagement’ from problems of 

social morality. It is necessary therefore to consider briefly the 

three works actually ctoed by taudetotoe, to an e^ort to discern what 

elements or circumstances differentiate them from idnaux et Cameos.

16 Gautier: J • reface to Albertus.

■Afexirne du Cars", T^Mle Gauker (?nris: Hachet^e, n.d.), 
p. 161.

AlbertuB, published in 18J2, is very much the work of a young

poet eager to deserve the favours of the established master, Victor 

Hugo. In the preface, Gautier claims the right of the artist to be 

inde - endent of his society, the right to ignore the maladies ond 

upheavals of his century. The poet:

n'a oucune couleur politique; il n’est ni rouge, ai blonc, 
ni tricolore; 11 n'est rSon, il ne s’apeuoost dec revolutions 
que lorsque les bolles cossent les vitros.^

It was, however, the - 'roduct of his environment to a large extent. Gautier 

was plunged in a world where artists rubbed shoulders with elegant young 

poets. Maxine du Comp has remarked:

Ce poeme est Sateuessont, cor il reproduit les idCes 
ombiontes de l’epoque. Qeutier venoit de sortir de 
1'otelSer de Kioult, moSs ce n'est pas O celo qu’Sl fout 
ottribuer ]’obus des none de peintre gui se roncoatueat 
dans Albertus, - six dons les J premieres strophes. — 
Le Cejrncde avoit rev. d’unir la litterature ct la peinture; 
morSoge de rais-n que le divorce rompit bSentot et devoSt 
rompre, car la genCse et les procedes de ces deux arts, le 
but qu'Slaoheuohent O atteindre, ]’impueasSon qa'ito 
peuvent - roduire of^ent de te les differences qu'Sl y a 
entre eux "toootrpotsbihite d'humeur."16 17

He was living in the Bohemia of the 18>' ’s which was a refuge or- id social 

disorder. The 'petit CCnacle’ of ietrus Bore', Nerval, Au-uste Maguct,
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Celestin Nanteuil, Alphonse Bret, Jules Vabre, Napoleon Torn, Pi ilothes 

O’Neddy and Joseph Bouchardy was perhaps one of the first groups of 

l’Art pour l’Art, not yet contemplative and disenchanted ae that of
18 1850 was to be, but still_ young, ardent, eager for the fray.

Albertus then was written at the peak of Saint-Simonisrn, of 

Fourierisme, and of the various religions of progress, humanity and 

emancipation. Gautier shows his scorn for the whole era; he negates 

progress in favour of an exclusive cult of beauty!

l’art, c’est la liberte, le luxe, '’efflorescence, e'est 
1’epanouissomont de l’ame dans l’oisivete.-9

Gautier at t * > is time, however, is already aware that he is 

outgrowing the ex*ravagant literary gestures of the Petit Cenacle. Ho 

makes clear that he is in fact now a young man who scares his time 

between his family, two or three friends and a few cats. Art is already 

a consolation for him, an escape. The collection consists of twenty 

poems added to the long poem "Albertus ou 1’Ame et le Feche, legen'e 

theologioue". The influences of Hugo, of Sainte-Beuve and of Musset have 

been discerned by Rene Jasinski. The satanism so much in vogue, the theme 
of the ’Fatal Woman',20 the Byronic ’dandysme' which is manifest in the various

18 » »8See Rene Jasinski, Les Annees romantiques de Theophile Gautier 
(Paris: Vuibert, 1929), p. 71»

19Gautier, preface to Albertus,

20Cf. Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony (London: CoRi-ns, l^CO, 
pp. 229-235. It is surprising to note that among the multitude of 
references Dr. Praz cites to support his thesis, no mention is made of 
Albertus, whilst Mlle de Maupin, Fortune and One huit de Cleopatra, 
Le Roi Candaule and La Morto aroureuse are considered to illustrate this 
Romantic theme.
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digressions, the asides to the reader^, the foreign words — all witness 

to the desire of the Gautier of this period to surprise, to thrill his 

public. Yet the underlying theme of the poem is seen to be that of 

disillusion. Sa^nte-Beuve saw in it a lesson: "aur le uCo^ et le 

mensonge du plaisir^: on ortit mcttre la dent dans unc orange ct l’on
21mord dens la ccudmc".

It is not difficult to scc why Baudelaire was able to find in 

Albertus some kindred spirit. The hero believes neither in good nor 

evil. He seeks oblivion:

Qu’importc aprCs tout que la cause
Soit triste, si l’eefet qu’elle produit est doux?
-Jouieeons, faisons-nous un bonheur de surface;
Un beau masque vaut mieux qn’wie vilaeuc face 
-Pourquoi n’rarherer, pauvres fous? (XXIII-LXXII)

Gautier, whilst showing signs of that cult of formal beauty which was 

to characterize his later work, has put much of himself into his 

hero.

The work is alive today mainly because Gautier put so much of 

his generation end of himself into it. Despite the obvious romanticism, 

there is expressed here, with youthful sincerity, the profound dissatis

faction of Gautier himself — a dissatisfaction later to lead him to 

the denial implicit in l’Art pour l’Art. Baudelaire must surely have 

appreciated and respected his 'quality* in the older poet and would 

certainly, too, have wished to see it deepened and expressed in the 

graphic manner of Enmux et Camees, but the very notion leads to n

‘^'Chamlce-AuguetIu Sainte-Beuve, Nouveaux Lundis VI, quoted by 
Jasinski in Les AuuCcs momautequcs de Theophile Gautier, p. 116. 
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certain contradiction in terns*  The dis - satisfaction and universal 

doubt are expressed with a certain cynical humour in tills early work*

Baudelaire remarks that it is Albertus which brings to the 

literature of the time an element which had been manifest or.ly in such 

a book as Notre-Dame de arias the grotesque*  lie sets a development 

of this ’grotesque*  element beginning in Les Jeunes-.'- rance* continuing 

in One Larme du Diable through to Mademoiselle de Maupin. Both of these works 

express in fact something of the modernity which Baudelaire saw as the 

particular heroism of art. it is,houever, not that modernity that 

Baudelaire has depicted in his own evocations of the dark secrets of a 

nineteenth century Faria, with its prostitutes and beggars, its loneli

ness and turmoil*  Gautier’s particular modernity in this work lies in 

his consciousness of the dangers threatening the spiritual 1ife of his 

period*  in the face of the utilitarian mania, the poet has proposed a 

certain naive immorality*  Young as was Gautier at the time of this 

publication, his macabre flamboyance must be recognised as a reaction 

to the sterile bourgeois morality that was gaining ascendancy*  He 

was asserting the artist’s right to concentrate on whatever he chose, 

even on himself if it so pleased him*

it is ira - -ossible to rmss on to La Joiaedie de la Mort without 

considering briefly ?C’e de Maupin pub-ished in 1836*  Thia is Gautier’s 

first work after his conception of the doctrine of l’Art pour l’Art in 

1835* The .•refa^ however, was w^tten in May 1834 - at tte tiae of 

state control of theatrical repertoires*  it is a diatribe against that 

same bourgeois morality that had occasioned the tone of Albertus* The 

young poet proclaims that moral value has nothing to do with aesthetic 
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value, and that criticism has lost its way in the maze of ’’progress”.

Hatred b©tween critics >and the Romanics had reached its climax and

Gautier took up his pen primarily to reply to an attack in ’Le

(of Jon. 18j^° on his ^o^.scues. He 1nom1cal^.y 

explains:

Une chose certain© et facile a de^on^er a ceux qui 
pouri'aiont en douter, c’est l’antipathie naturelle du 
critique contra le poete...Vous ne vous faites critique 
qu’apres qu’il est bien constate a vos propres yeux que 
vous ne puvez etre poote...Je conpois cotte haine. Il est 
douloureux de voir un autre s’aaseein au banquet ou l’on n’est 
pao invite, et coucher avec la femme qui n’a pas voulu de 
VOUB...22

Fraught with sensuality and dilettantism, the novel nevertheless

forecasts that return to the Greek ideal which was to underly art for

art’s sake. Baudelaire maimt&imcd later that:

Cette espece d’hymina la beaute avait surtout ce grand 
rosultat d’etablir definitivement la condition 
goncratrice des oeuvres d’art, ■e’est-a-dire 1’amour 
exclusif du Beau, l’idee fixe.1"*

Commenting upon the role of beauty in the novel, Baudelaire

goes on to remark that: ”La part du Beau dans Mademoiselle de Maupin 

etait excessive”; but that this excess was justifiable because 

Gautier’s aim was to express the beauty of love and not the passion 

at this time nor the moral aspects of it. It is obvious that 

Baudelaire admired in Gautier’s work its purity, its casting aside of 

values irrelevant to aesthetics.

Two years later there appeared, from the pen of Gautier, 

^Gautier» preface to Mademoiselle -- e Kaupin.

^BBaudelaire, ”Theophile GauttLer" in Oeuvres Completes« p. 1029.



La Gorocdie -o la I oit on the romantic theme of life in death and 

death in life. This long' poem shown, sure c early than any other 

of Gautier’s works, his latent nihilism. . eizod with doubts as to the 

possibility of a future life, tho poet secs everywhere proof of the 

vanity of oeliei and of the ephemeral nature of existence. Death is 

an inescapable part of the cycle in which we move:

Eelas! tout monument qui dresse au ciel son faite
Lnfonce autant les pieds qu’il CiCvc la tetej.
Avant de s’ elancer, tout clocher est caveau.‘ ’

Not only are we faced with the inevitable physical death, but we run 

the risk of spiritual death, ’1’invisible neant, la mort interieure’, 

which goes unmourned and unnoticed and which, to Gautier, must have 

seemed imminent in that self-satisfied society of the lJO’s.

Looking back at man’s efforts to find the secret way out of 

his destiny, Gautier finds only sad, regretful figures who testify to 

failure. Faust sought knowledge and realized too late that love had 

greater meaning;; Don Juan went in frantic search of love and found it 

elusive; Napoleon pursued power, only to long in the end for peace and 

quiet places. Thus love, knowledge, .ower — all are vain and all end 

in death:

Le neant! voila done tout ce que l’cn trouve au terme.

The only antidote to this acceptance of death is the joyous acceptance 

of life itself. In the absence of celestial hope, man must find delight 

in terrestrial pleasures.

24 •Gaut ier: Comedie de la Bort.

25Ibjd., p. JI.
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The theme of death, the 'gout du neant, * which, pervades most 

°f La Comedie de la Fort re-ap? 'ears from time to time in Sapans, pub

lished seven years later in 1845» after Gautier's journey though 

Spain in 1841.

*oee Ferdinand Brunetiere, L’Evolution de la poesie lyri-cue 
en France an dix-neuviernc sieele, (Paris: ' Calmann Levy, i1#93^ p. 245: 
"On passe du subjectif a l’objectif, et du Romantisme au Naturalisme. 
La soumission a l’objet devient la loi de l'art...”

See also Gustave Lanson, article of January 1899 in La Revue 
dL ' istoire litteraire de la France: "C’est le vrai commencement de la
perio<fe n^turaliste quand aux feme de R°drigue, aux Hernan^ 
succederont les Espana et les Carmen.

Guatier’s discovery of Spain in 1841 was a re-discovery of light 

ana colour and movement. Espana appeared in 1845, a poetic sequel to 

his prose Voyage en Espapne. Th.e collection is a seri.es of subjective 

impressions of that country, couched in the romantic language of the 

185O’s - ’alabaster skins’, *wee ping dawns’, 'torrents °f blue-black 

hair’, ’cruel mountains' abound. Yet beneath the still Romantic expres

sions, there lies ar.ore sober spirit. In these forty-three poems 

there is no restless melancholy, no surge of passion and desire. 

Instead, one finds a more profound ap ' > reciation of external reality, 

a love of the visible, audible, tan ible things that Emaux et Cnmees 

will transpose so precisely and unemotionally. Only twenty-five of the 

pieces are really Spanish in inspiration; tie others are brief 

meditations engendered by visual reality. The artist is not subjugated 

to the object. Rather the object serves to translate a state of mind, 

of spirit, which is still essentially romantic. One looks in vain for 

the objective descriptions that Erunetiere and lanson see as the heralds 

of naturalism.

seri.es
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Espoia appears to represent two tendencies. It affirms the 

artist's delight in the sensorial world, whilst at the same time St 

hints of the struggle ia Gautier between a love of life and a horror 

of death. In La Fontaine du CimetSere, a sombre landscape leads him 

bock to his preoccupation:

Je me sentis saSsi par un frisson de fSevre; 
Cette eau de diomont avast un gout de mort!

Ia Stances. Gautier sees in a peasant woman rocking a cradle with her 

foot, and fingering a sheath of cloth, the image of death in wait:

Cette etoupe qu'on file et qui, tess.. en toile,
Donae uae oile au voisseau daas le port engourdi,
A l’orgie une nappe, O lo pudeur uae voile, 
Linceul, revetiro mon codavre verdi.

As if rebuking himself for his own lapses, Gautier censures Valdes- 

Leal for his macabre evocations of death aad decoy:

H.los! depuis le temps que le vSeux monde dure,
Nous lo savons ossez, citte verite dure, 
Sans nous montrer, Valdes, ce couchemar ofireux....

Zurbur^Ol’a portrayals of ecstatic monks lead him in the same way to 

rebel against oay negatSon of life before death, any preoccupation 

with lSie after death. To the ascetics, he cries:

Forme, rayon, couleur, rien n’existe pour vous;
A tout objet vous etes insensibles.
Cor le ciel vous enivre et lo croix vous rend Rous.

Gautier is in fact plunging into the sights and sounds that 

SpoSa rff.re him. He ea, in the years 1839 to 1815« during wh^h 

time he compiled the Espana collection, on the threshold of that 

maturity that wS‘l allow him to dispel from hSs poetry all vain 

tormenting meditations on physical death. Yet on that very threshold, 

there is seen the nihilism that haunted hSs earlier works. Spain Ss 

particularly conducive to that kind of duality which, on the one hand, 
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adores the earthly and, on the other, dreads the spiritual aspects of 

existence. This duality would seen to us the nucleus of Gautier's 

nature at this time. Espana is a work of transition from the awful 

awareness of death in La Comedie de la Port to that calm, joyful 

consciousness of our ephemeral world which is transfixed in Emaux et 

Camees. In this sense only does Espana mark a new departure. The 

'Adieux a la poesie' is toan ^rha^ fouler's ^rewell to an iuucm, 

unresolved Romanticism. He embarks thereafter on a surer course 

towards an ideal now confirmed by his realization that the bourgeois 

public cannot appreciate an art detached from society's criteria. 

Art for Art's sake offers the only solution to the artist whose 

Romanticism has not adapted to its deco:r.

These three works then witness to a struggle in Gautier between 

delight and despair. It is the spiritual testimony of these works 

w - - ich allowed Baudelaire to cite them in his - first dedication, for they 

embody a duality with which the younger poet i-ust have sympathized, 

ill-explored and ill-accepted by Gautier as it was.



ill

EK AUX ET CAMPES AND LES FLEUA3 DU HAL

Emaux et Camees represents then that position which Gautier 

had in some ways been forced to adopt by the climate of his period*  

Social pressures undoubtedly forced his generation to take up 

exaggerated postures, either of fierce utilitarianism or of haughty 

artistic disengagement*  Baudelaire too was not remote from this 

conflict*  As has been seen, Baudelaire, in 1846, was ostensibly 

sympathetic towards the bourgeois public*  His founding, with 

Champfleury, of the Salut Public in 1848 testifies to his awareness 

and sense of social responsibility*  Yet by 1855*  he was convinced
/
of the futility of such involvement*  in his Exposition Universelie 

de 1855, discussing the modern idea of progress applied to the fine 

arts, Baudelaire confessed:

J’ai essaye plus d'une fois, comme tous mes amis, de 
m'enfermer dans un systeme pour y precher a mon aise*  
Mais un systeme est une espece de damnation qui nous 
pousse a une abjuration perpetuelle; il en faut 
toujours inventer un autre, et cette fatigue est un 
cruel chatiment*  Et toujours mon systeme etait beau, 
vaste, spacieux, commode, propre et lisse surtout; du 
moins il me paraissait tel*  Et toujours un produit 
spontane, inattendu, de la vitalite universelie 
venait donner un dementi a ma science enfantine et 
vieillotte, fille deplorable de l’utopie*  J’avals 
beau deplacer ou etendre le criterium, il etait 
toujours en retard sur l’homme universel, et courait 
sans cesse apres le beau multiforme et versicolore, 
qui se meut dans les spirales infinies de la vie*  
Condamne sans cesse a 1’humiliation d’une conversion 
nouvelle, j’ai pris un grand parti*  Pour echaoper a 
l’horreur de ces apostasies philosophiqups, je me suis 
orgueilleusement resigne a la modestie; je me suis 
contente de sentir; je suis revenu chercher un asile 
dans 1’impeccable naivete*..

^Baudelalre, Oeuvres Competes, p*  69°*
49
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He arrived at this agreement with the idea of disengaged art after 

a process of trial and disillusionment.

Gautier on the other hand, from the time of his introductions 

to his first collections had steadfastly proclaimed the independence 

of the artist, whilst curiously mirroring hie insecurity. Gautier’s 

work before the Emaux et Camees collection had been the fruit of an 

inner division and uncertainty which was implicit in the very 

division between the arts and society. Emaux et Camees represents 

a denial and a disengagement from this conflict. It withdraws from 

the arena, as does the whole movement of Art for Art's sake.

Art for Art's sake took as its basic principle the total 

autonomy of art, whereby the moral is replaced by the aesthetic. 

Gautier wrote:

Nous croyons a l’autonomie de l'art; l'art pour nous 
n’est pas le moyen, mais le but; tout artiste qui se 
propose autre chose que le beau n'est pas un artiste 
a nos yeux; nous n'avons jamais pu comprendre la 
separation de l'idee et de la forme... Une belle 
forme est une belle idee car que serait-ce qu'une 
forme qui n'exprimerait rien.

Thus art is to defend no thesis, to tend towards no explicit state

ment regarding moral values. Its aim is beauty, and beauty in 

itself is truth lifted above the contingent. Moral reflections in 

art are inadmissible since reality offers no such equivalent. The 

work of art in itself needs no justification; the inner logic of a 

work expresses the implicit morality of beauty.

OGautier, in his introductton to L'Artaste of 14 December 
1856, quoted by Cassagne in La Theorie de l'Art pour l'Art en Francs.
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Determined to reject society’s assessment of morality and 

its view of the artist’s responsibility to support it, Gautier 

frequently implied that art could depict good and evil with impunity. 

Feydeau recounts that Gautier stated clearly: "Pnoscnine de l’art 
la peinture du Mai equivaudrait a. la megatiem de l’art meme."^ He

asserted the artist’s right to describe any area of human experience; 

to show goodness vanquished and evil triumphant, to demonstrate the 

delights of vice and the misfortunes of virtue provided that he 

refrain from drawing any moral conclusions. Baudelaire pointed out 

in his Etude sur Theophile Gautier. that : ”Les modes de demenatna-

tion des verites sont autres et ailleurs."

In consequence, since Art for Art’s sake is concerned only 

with the aesthetic values in reality, its objective will lie in the 

expression and forms of beauty. Beauty is the only idea worthy of 

expression. Its forms will be various, each demanding of the artist 

a craftsmanlike effort. Gautier’s poem L'Art urges the artist to 

choose as his media the least tractable so that he will not be tempted 

to fall short of his ideal. In other words, the form of a poem, of 

any work of art, must be the product of a carefully perfected tech

nique. The formal beauty of the original subject will be transposed 

into the formal beauty of the poem. The original idea of a Chinese 

vase, for example, will be replaced by the beauty of the poem which 

represents a Chinese vase. In this sense, ideas are transcended by 

forms.

^Ernest Feyeau, T^oph^e Pauper ^aris: 1°7M.
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Art for Art’s sake then did not exclude, a priori, subject

I

mattex which might arouse moralistic discussion. It merely affirmed 

that the artist should not be expected to take up any position in such 

a discussion. To describe is not to judge; to discern is not to 

identify with, or to castigate, one or the other. The fact remains, 

however, that in Emaux at Camees Gautier not only excludes all moral 

judgement from his poetry but he does not describe any facet of the 

human condition where good and evil might be evident.

In the poem Preface, Gautier makes it clear that he has 

deliberately detached himself from the turmoil of his periods 

Sans prendre garde a l’ouragan 
Qui fouettait mes vitres fermees,
Moi, j’ai fait Emaux et Camees.

The collection comprises a series of recollections, memories and 

reveries. There is no underlying unity of theme. The very title, 

Emaux et Camees, points to the fact that these poems are nothing more 

nor less than a series of carefully designed verbal paintings. Some 

of the pieces, however, afford interesting glimpses of the man’s 

preoccupations. Although, in the main, Emaux et Camees is the work 

of an artist for whom the exterior world is all-engrossing, there are 

unguarded moments when his old fear of death creeps in under a new 

disguise. The poem Buchers et Tombcaux begins thus:

La squelette etait invisible
Au temps heureux de 1‘Art paien;
L’homme sous la forme sensible,
Content du beau, ne cherchait rien.

Gautier goes on to regret those happy days when life enveloped death, 

when art shed its harmony on the sadness of the tomb. Now death is 

everywhere, alas, and too few artists are capable of casting a veil 
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over it, of relegating it to its real place. He cries out significantly:

Mais voile-toi, masque sans joues,
Comedien que le ver mord,
Depuis assez longfempe tu joues
Le melodrame de la Mort.

This is a far cry from the willing Romantic engrossment in death that 

was evident in La Comedie de la Mort. Here Gautier is renouncing 

his obsession with death, whilst still evoking all its grotesque 

fascination.

The poem La Source expresses the same consciousness of 

inevitable death. Gautier traces the course which the stream 

imagines - out of the earth, through flowers, under vast bridges, 

out to the sea. But in reality its fate is inglorious:

Mais le berceau touche a la tombe;
Le geant futur meurt petit;
Nee a peine, la source tombe
Dans le grand lac qui l’engloutit.

The poet seems, however, in both those poems to be deliberately 

denying the validity of such considerations. In the first poem 

he urges us in fact to try to ignore death; in the second, he 

detaches his theme from any human context, as if thereby keeping 

death at a distance.

Throughout this collection, Gautier makes clear that he is 

still a prey to feelings of despair and loneliness but that he has 

found consolation in sensuous pleasures. The poem TmIefceec en Mer 

depicts such a feeling, in wry, half-mocking terms:

Allons, peines d'amour perdues,
Espoirs lasses, illusions
Du socle ideal desceuduee,
Un saut dans les moites sillone!

But consolation appears in the glance of a pretty woman and Gautier is 
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quickly drawn back into worldly pleasures:

Dans ce regard, a ma detresse
La Sympathie, aux bras ouverts
Parle et sourit, soeur ou maltresse.
Salut, yeux bleus, bonsoir, flots verts!

For Gautier, the ideal of Beauty is everywhere accessible by means 

of any beautiful object and the love it inspires in Man. In La duj, 

this idea is expressed in a dialogue between Feeling and Beason, 

Reason points out that the poet’s elevation of spirit towards the 

cloud is, in fact, the pursuit of an illusion. Feeling, however, 

replies that it is the elevation of the spirit, the loving itself 

that is of importance:

A 1*Ideal ouvre ton amej
Mets dans ton coeur beaucoup de ciel,
Aime une nue, aime une femme,
Mais aime! C’e6t l’essentiel.

All goes to prove that Gautier has now reached a point in

his development where he wishes to see only the exterior world.

Emaux et Camees presents us with a delicate vision of external

reality, a well-defined area of sensuous experience. Andre Gide

has aptly remarked, referring to Gautier’s statement that the inex

pressible does not exist:

Quand on oonsidere la desolante pauvrete de son 
repertoire, l’aridite de son Parnasse, on se prend 
a douter si ce bel axiome ne revient pas tout simple- 
ment a nier 1*existence de tout ce qu’il ne peut pas 
exprimer. Et certes, cette ignorance, cette 
resolution de ne voir que le monde exterieur, ou 
peut-etre plutot, cette cecite pour tout ce qui n’est 

le monde exterieur est le secret meme de son
assurance... ‘

UAndre Gide, ’’Theophile Gautier et Charles Baudelaire" in La 
Nouvelle Revue Franpaise (1 November 1917).
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Gide has perceived that Gautier's sense of the despair and 

ecstasy of the hu..an condition is superficial compared with that 

of Baudelaire. Emaux et Camees demonstrates the fact that Gautier's 

problem is an elementary one — that of the acceptance of the simple 

antithesis of life and death. Baudelaire on the other hand, felt 

not only this antithesis, but others less easily accepted. His 

temperament was an amalgam of disconcerting complexity. Strange 

contradictions and seemingly absurd paradoxes continually forced 

him to probe agonizingly into areas of himself which Gautier had 

managed to reject. The antithesis of Baudelaire’s Fleurs du Mai is 

not exterior and verbal as in Hugo, but profound and intimate:

Elie eclot spontanement dans ce coeur catholique, 
qui ne connait pas une emotion dont les contours 
aussitot ne s'evadent, que ne double aussitot son 
contraire: comae une ombre, ou mieux co.mme un 
reflet dans la dualite de ce coeur. C’est ainsi 
que partout en ses vers la douleur reste melee 
de joie, la confi^ce de doute, la galte de 
raelancolie, et qu'il cherche inauietemeit dans 
^horrible un temperament de 1'amour.5

Whereas for Gautier, the physical world could dispel spirit

ual conflict, for Baudelaire the physical world leads him incessantly 

to probe for spiritual significance. His theory of the 'correspondences' 

is proof of this. All is inter-connected in the baudelaOriai universe. 

Aesthetic values and moral values lie side by side in an imponderable 

embrace. In Les Fleurs du Mai, the poet seeks to extract from evil 

its intrinsic beauty.

The collection Les Fleurs du Mai has been seen as a spiritual

^Gide, op. cit. 
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journey through life. Its six books each represent an aspect of 

that journey. Spleen et Ideal, in its very title, expresses the 

fundamental antithesis of existence. Man is drawn in two opposite 

directions — towards heaven and towards hell, towards the horror 

of life and towards its ecstasy. Spleen or 'ennui' is the baso, 

the negative, the self-deatructive posture of Man. 'Ideal' is that 

elevation of the spirit which aspires to a transcendental vision 

and understanding, an infinity of experience by moans of sensuous 

pleasures end almost mystical contemplation. Love, wine, drugs, 

all that induces an intoxication in the poet, are means of 

approximating to tho ideal whilst, at the same time, being moans of 

degrading and exhausting his capacities. The poet faces an 

impossible dilemma. The gulf between fulfilment and perdition is 

immense and yet the path to either loads him to the brink of that 

gulf.

In the second book, Les Tableaux Parisiens, Baudelaire 

observes the modern scene. Before the pathetic procession of the 

aged, blind, destitute and depraved figures of a great city, he 

perceives the innate heroism of man's condition in modern society. 

Implicit in each poem is a compaaaion and a sense of personal 

tragedy in the social order. In Le Jou. for example, Baudelaire 

reveals his admiration before the spectacles of tenacious courage: 

Et mon coeur s'effraya d'envier maint pauvre homme 
Courant avec ferveur a l'at^nM? Le&nt,
Et qui, soul de son sang, preferait. en sense 
La douleur a la mort et l'enfer au neant.

The third book, Le Vin. sings the praises of this means of combatting 

despa-ir and chagrin. Wine is a diversion for the poet faced with the
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horrors of life*  in the fourth book, Les Fleurs du Mai, the poet 

realizes the impossibility of escape*  He contemplates the tempta

tions to which he and others have fallen prey*  The demon of 

destruction leads him into all the perversions of the flesh:

il me conduit ainsi, loin du regard de Disu,
Halstant et brisS de fatigue, au milieu
Des plainss de 1’Ennui, profondes et dSsertss*

The fifth book, Revolt <b, describes the inevitable sequence to these 

experiences*  Ths poet arrives at a stags where, exhausted by 

suffering, hs doubts ths usefulness of his efforts to resist des

truction*  With a strange serenity, hs greets death*

Throughout this collection runs a profound and disturbing 

commentary on ths human condition*  indeed it is difficult to 

believe that such a book can have been condemned as pornographic 

and immoral*  in his projected preface to the collection, Baudelaire 

had announced:

Des poStes illustres s'aisnent partagS dspuis 
longtsmps lss provinces les plus fleuriss du 
domains poStiqus* - il m’a paru plaisant st 
d’autant plus agrsabls qus la tachs etait plus 
difficile, d’extrairs la beautS du Mai*

His words have a deceptively cavalier ring to them*  it is evident 

from ths intensity of his work that Lss Fleurs du Mai were more than 

agrssabls and amusing exercises*  They were ths justification of his 

hardships, ths crystallization of his experience*  indeed, in a letter 

to Ancells, hs confessed: "Dans cs livrs atrocs, j’ai mis tout mon 
coeur*" - Lss Flsurs du Mai are not merely ths perverse comments of

4hsttsr of 18 February 1866 in Corrsspondancs Gensrad-e,
XViii, p*  279*
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an observer who has purposely chosen those elements of experience 

most likely to shock his public* Baudelaire’s ’dandysm^, and his 

interpretation of the role of the dandy, account for and explain 

his purpose. For the poet, the dandy is he who stands aloof from 

triviality, who has revolted with aristocratic pride. His is, in 

fact, a heroic stance: ”Le dandysme est le dernier eclat d^eroisme 

dans les d^a^^^.” In h1s essay on the danfy, Baudelaire smarts 

that in some ways ’le dandysme1 verges on spinitum11ty and stoicism. 

With this attitude the poet can approach humanity, can mingle with 

the crowd without being diminished by that contact. In fact 

’damdysme, can .- lay the same fortifying role as religion:

Pour ceux qui en sont a la fols les pretres et 
les victimes, toutes les conditions materielles 
compliquees auxjuelles ils se soumettent, depuis 
la toilette 1rrcprechablc de toute heure du jour 
et de la nuit jusqu’aux tours les plus pCiHIcux 
du sport, ne sont qu’u^e^gymnastique pro^re a 
fortifier la volonte et a discipliner l’ame. En 
veritej je n’avals pas tout a fait tort de 
considerer le dandysme comme une espece de 
reU^on.^

Trivial as may appear at first this infatuation with 

the posture of the dandy, it reveals a profound concern with the 

impact of experience and its effects on the sensibility of the poet. 

Baudelaire was seeking a means of protection which would enable him 

to confront the totality of experience without flinching, without

7■ Baudelaire, Feintre de la vie Boderne in Oeuvres 
Completes, p. 90S.

o 
oIbid., p. 907.

crowd
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talking refuge behind conventional judgement and prejudices. The 

themes which run through his work are those which demonstrate the 

universality of his vision. In his essay on Constantin Guys, 

Baudelaire defines the distinction between the artist and the man of 

the world:

HOMME DU MONDE, c'est-a-dire homme du monde entier, 
homme qui comprend le monde et les raisons mysterieuses 
et,legitimes de tous ses usages; ARTISTE, c’est-a-dire 
specialiste. homme attache a sa palette conroe le serf 
a la glebe.”

The great city, in its modernity, is the element of the man 

of the world, that collection of grandeurs and beauties which results 

from an agglomeration of men and monuments, the profound and complex 
charm of a capital aged by the glories and tribulations of life.10 

The city is the antithesis of nature. Baudelaire maintains in his 

Eloge du Maquillage that eighteenth century thinkers were wrong to 

consider nature as the source of all possible Good and all possible 

Beauty. They were negating, in his view, the idea of original sin. 

Virtue is artificial, supernatural, since it has had to be taught in 

all cultures by means of gods and prophets. "Le Mai se fait sans 
effort, naturellemej^lt, par fatalita.11 Thus the artificial, be it 

evident on a woman’s painted face, in the elaborate architecture of

^Ibid., p. 887.

10BaUdelaLre, Salon de 1859 in Oeuvres Completes, p. 818.

BBBaudelaire, Peintre de la vie mode^ne, in Oeuvres
Completes, p. 912.
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a city, in the paradise of drugs, is a refinement of a primitive 

state. He goes on to deduce that ”le bicn est toujours le produit 

d’un art.”

The beautiful for Baudelaire is therefore that which is 

superior to nature, which transcends it. Its main characteristic 

must be:

le sentiment eumnafurel, la puissance a*acueeoU on 
vers les mCgions supcrieumcs, un vol irresistible 
vers le ciel, but de toutes les aspirations humaines 
et ta^tec* 1. classi^e de tous les grands hommcs.^2

1‘B3aud•llIre, Exposefeou Univcmsclic de 1855 in Ocuvmes 
Completes, p. 701-2.

1^Bludclaire, Salon dc 1859 in Oeuvrcs Comnleites. p. 772.

It contains a bizarre, surprising element precisely because it is 

supra-natural. If this were not the case, photography would bc the 

highest form of art. In Lc Public modcrne et la photographic 

Baudelaire mcmarne:

Dc jour en jour l’^t diminuc le respect dc lui- 
mCmc, sc prosti^. dcvmt la rcalitc cxtCmieurc, 
ct lc peintre dcviint dc plus cn plus cucIIu a 
^tadTe, non cc qu’^ r.vc, mals cc qu’^ vo^. J

Imagination, then, must be the supreme faculty in thc artist.

It decomposes thc created world and creates a ncw onc. ’’Elle
14produit la sensation du ncuf.” By its mysterious operations, it 

leads thc artist towards thc possible, thc infinite. Baudelaire 

even maintains that imagination plays an important mole in morals, fom 

what is virtue without imagination? One can as easily imagine virtue

14Ibid.t p. 773.
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without pity, virtue without heaven. In short, the poetic imagina

tion is that which ennobles reality, which enlivens matter and, to 

some extent, elucidates the inherent morality of creation.

Yet Baudelaire stresses the necessity of linking creative 

imagination with technical skill:

Plus on possede 1'imag0iatiei, mieux il faut posseder le 
metier pour accompa^er'Celle-ci dans ses aventures et,- 
surmeitcr les difficultes qu'elle recherche avidement.'1’^

1'?Ibid.. p. 765.

^Baudelaire, Oeuvres Completes, p. 812.

It will be this skill which will enable him to take the exterior 

world and extract from it its quintessence. External reality is 

imbued with its own inner realities which the artist and poet must 

decipher and translate. In his Salon de 1859. Baudelaire asserts 

that: "...tout poete qui ne sait pas traduire un sentiment par un 

assemblage de mature vegetale ou minerale n’est pas un artiste. • 

In the same passage, he remarks that those artists who wish to 

express nature, without the feelings it inspires, undertake a strange 

operation which consists of killing in themselves the thinking and 

feeling man. He reproaches them for having taken up "le dictloniaOre 

de l'art lui-meme; ils copient le dOctioniaire croyant copier un 

poeme." A sense of the natural must go hand in hand with a sense of 

the supernatural. At no point does Baudelaire admit the idea that 

art can ignore a profounder reality than that which is accessible 

through the senses. His theory of the ’correspondances', as has been 

noted, is proof of this. The echo which one sensory perception finds
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in another of a different order is paralleled by ths analogy between 

the formal world and the ideal world*  it is in ths post’s ability 

to communicate with that higher world that will lis his universality*  

When hs ceases to communicate with ths ideal, he limits his vision 

to ths narrow world of exterior reality*  Hs rejects ths obvious 

paradox which exists between ths world hs sees and ths world hs 

sssks*  Hs negates the validity of ths human conflict,

^Edgcir Allan pos, Ths poetic principle (Nsw York: Dell, 
1959), p* 158*

~ Ernsst Raynaud, Charles Baudelaire (Paris: Garnisr, 
1922), p* 294*

it is on this score that Emaux st Camsss must have seemed 

lacking to Baudslairs in one of ths principal qualities of poetry*  

Agreeing with Pos, Baudslairs must have felt ths absence of ths:

** * struggle to apprehend ths supernal Loveliness — 
this struggle, on the part of souls fittingly 
constituted - [whichj has given to ths world all 
that which it (ths world) has ever been snabl-d 
at once to undsrstand and to fsel as postic* 1'

As ths critic Raynaud has pointed out, Gautier is an observer 

whereas Baudslairs is a visionary — visionary in ths sense that
18hs sought beneath ths surface for an invisible world*  By widening 

ths scops of sensory experience and by seeking to relate that 

experience to his vision of an ideal world, hs inflicted upon him

self ths intolerable task of living in a world fraught with conflict 

and dual appearances*  Gautisr had glimpsed this world only to reject 

it in favour of ths less challenging world which his talent and 

temperament could better deal with*  The inexpressible ceased to

18



exist.

The fact, however, that profound moral questions are neither 

represented aot implied in Eraiux et Camees does not signify that 

Gautier's aesthetics forbade their inclusion. It signifies rather 

that his aesthetics permitted their omission. It is the personality 

of the poet that governs such a choice aad it is on the personal 

level that disagreement exists between the two poets. The area of 

agreement between them is wide. Both agree that the artist Ss free 

to choose hSs subjects. He is free to treat them in the light of 

hSs personal experience and convictions, even if these run contrary 

to conventional attitudes within society. The artist may or may 

not raise moral questions, provided that he preserve aesthetic 

standards. Both agree that Good aad Evil, if represented in poetry, 

must be judged as 'dramatis personae', that is, aesthetically and 

not morally.

In his essay on Theophile Gautier, Baudelaire admits that 

vice, or Evil, needs careful manipulation if it Ss to be acceptable 

in a work of art. It must be represented in all its moral ugliness 

and deformity, yet, at the some time, be prevented from disrupting 

the aesthetic perfection of art:

Ce quj exaspere surtout l'hornme de gout doas le 
spectacle du vice, c'est sa difiormite, so 
disproportion. Lc vice port. attcintc ou Just. 
ct ou Vrai, rCvolte 1'intellect et la conscience. 
Mass comme outrage a l'harmonic, comme dissonance, 
il blessem plus porticuli.r.m.nt certains esprSts 
po.tiques, ct jc ne crois pas qu'il soit scandalis^t 
de considcrer toute infraction O lo morale, ou beau
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moral, comme une ©apece do faute contre le rythme 
et la ^rosotoe un^orsels.49

1^Baudela^]re, Art roman•tique, TheoTh!^ Gauker in Oeuvres 
Completes p. 249.

Baudelalre, Oeuvres Comp|ete8, p. 1397.

The artist, in Baudelaire's view, will not be necessarily indifferent 

to Evil because he refuses to condemn and banish it from his work.

On the contrary, his art will assuage his conscience by establishing 

that delicacy of feeling which will, in fact, be a finely- -distilled 

beauty.

Thus Baudelaire agreed basically with Gautier on the question 

of the treatment of moral issues, as far as the older poet committed 

himself on that point. Emaux et Camees represents a perfectly 

legitimate B1leneo on problems of morality. Baudelaire could not 

overtly criticize Gautier's choice of subject matter nor his treatment 

of it. Ho could not, however, admire that choico since he was himself 

obsessed by those fundamental problems which Gautier had avoided.

The first dedication, which Baudelaire submitted for Gautier's 

approval, appears then as a statement of the younger poet's real
20affinities with Gautier. He agrees that Good and Evil do not exist 

in poetry since moral values are totally irrelevant to aesthetic 

values. Ho assures Gautier indirectly that he subscribes to the 

basic principle of Art for Art's sake. Indeed, he has given greater 

proof of his faith in that principle than Gautier by daring to allow 

moral values to underlie aesthetic values and by demanding, in 

consequence, that critics clearly discern between the two areas of 
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expression. Gautier, on the other hand, would eeem to have doubted 

by 18>2 that this separation is self-evident. He has carefully 

hidden his uncertainty under his adherence to the irreproachable 

principle that beauty alone is the sole value in art.

Baudelaire, aware that Gautier in Emaux et Camees had found 

it necessary to avoid subject matter that might invite moral judge

ment, does not consider that avoidance necessary or even desirable. 

Therefore, in accordance with his convictions and preferences, 

Baudelaire has cited Albertus« La Comedie de la Mort, and Espana as 

the three works of Gautier which most appeal to his tastes by 

expressing something of the poet's own view of the human condition. 

Baudelaire omits Emaux et Camees not because its author was not 

justified in omitting spiritual aspects, but because he was mistaken 

in believing that it was necessary to remain silent on such issues. 

Justly and with complete sincerity, however, Baudelaire acknowledges 

the technical excellency of Emaux et Camees by referring to Gautier 

as the master, the 'magicien es langue franpaise' [sic], for whom 

his admiration is humble and respectful.

Thus the dedication, seen in the light of the difference which 

exists between Les Fleurs du Mai and Emaux et Camees, seems to be 

sincere as far as it goes. It is not what Baudelaire says which 

implies disagreement but rather what he docs not say. Les Fleurs du 

Kai sets out to be an authentic statement of one man's experience, be 

it good or evil. Emaux et Camees, withdrawing from the conflicts and 

doubts which beset society with the individual, sets out to be an area 

of silence, of calm beauty which will express only those aspects of
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experience of which a man can be sure. The dedication applauds 

Gautier’s technical skill and his appreciation of the physical world, 

whilst, at the same time, it tacitly regrets that the older poet 

lacks, in Emaux et Camees, that sense of the inexpressible, elusive 

meanings which underlie external reality.



conclusion

V

The lives of Baudelaire and Gautier witness to ths basic 

differences between them*  Thsir acquaintanceship sssms to have been 

supBrficial, Each man was, at tlm4s, flattersd by ths a^sn^ons of 

ths other*  Baudslairs sought' support from ths admired and respected 

older post whose aesthetics corresponded to his own basic principles/ i \
■ and whose ^flusnee, at tlmAs, might have hslped the younger man in

f
his struggle for publication* II

Both men cams of Ags lntellBetually wHhta ths sans psrlod, 

when attitudes to literature were moulded by bourgeois tastes*  A 

self-satisfied society forced artists to make a difficult choice*  

Some succumbed to the utilitarianism of the times and used their art 

as a vehicle for social polemics*  Baudelaire himself verged upon this 

for a short time until hs became disillusioned*  Others, with Gautier 

at thsir head, withdrew disdainfully from an involvement which they 

had always suspected and which Romanticism had initially rejected.

Gautier’s early works, Albertus, La ComSdis ls la Mort, and 

Espana, mirror his ssnss of conflict*  Hs is aware that his problems 

are not to be solved by ’progress’* Nihilism and disillusionment, framed 

in Romantic contexts, psrvads his poetry*  By 1852, Gautier’s attitudes 

become crystallized*  Qnaux st Camees epitomizes ths doctrine of Art for 

Art’s sake*  The autonomy of art allows withdrawal and disengagement 

on two levels*  The poet treats of neither social nor personal conflicts

in his work*  A divorce is effected between aesthetics and morality*

Baudelaire, on the ot^r hand, can acknowledge such a divorce
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only if the alternative is a confusion of aesthetics and morality in 

the minds of the public and critics. Unlike Gautier, he is prepared 

to present his work as a unity of aesthetic and moral experience, as 

complex as life itself, but which demands to be judged as poetry and 

not as morality. The pursuit of beauty is, for Baudelaire the 

pursuit of truth, the latter emerging of its own accord and indisputably 

moral, whatever its context in the real world.

Thus the suspicion of insincerity in the dedication and in 

many of Baudelaire's remarks is to some extent well founded. The 

differences between the two men are personal. Gautier was content, in 

his maturity, to put conflict aside, to avoid it. He chose to observe 

existence in its least disturbing aspects, content to pursue the 

innocent beauties of the world while renouncing those which he could 

not directly perceive. Baudelaire refused to simplify the complexity 

of human existence either in his life or in his art. The difference 

between Baudelaire and Gautier should perhaps, in the last analysis, 

be judged in terms of that courage, whose absence in one man allows 

him to justify his retreat and whose presence in another forces him 

on to perdition
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